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Abstract 

 

The recent penetration of distributed generation (DG) into existing electricity grids and the 

consequent development of active distribution networks (ADNs) have prompted an exploration of 

power distribution in a dc microgrid paradigm. Although dc power distribution has been implemented 

in aircraft, ships, and communication centres, the technology is still at an early stage and must be 

investigated with respect to technical feasibility when applied to distribution systems. In particular, 

the operation of a dc microgrid in both grid-connected and islanded modes and its integration into an 

existing ac infrastructure are subject to significant challenges that impede the practical realization of 

dc microgrids. On one hand, because the dc voltage profile is coupled with the injected active power 

at the system buses, it is seriously influenced by the intermittent nature of renewable resources such 

as solar and wind energy. In islanded operating mode, the presence of system resistance leads to a 

further trade-off between an appropriate system voltage profile and a precise power management 

scheme. On the other hand, the development of hybrid ac/dc microgrids introduces a fresh operational 

philosophy that enhances power sharing among ac and dc subgrids through the coupling of ac and dc 

steady-state variables. 

 With these challenges as motivation, the primary goal of this thesis was to develop effective 

power management schemes and a steady-state analysis tool that can enable the reliable integration of 

dc microgrids into a smart hybrid ac/dc paradigm. Achieving this objective entailed the completion of 

three core studies: 1) the introduction of a robust control scheme for mitigating voltage regulation 

challenges associated with dc distribution systems (DCDSs) that are characterized by a high 

penetration of distributed and renewable generation, 2) the proposal of a supervisory control strategy 

for precise DG output power allocation that is based on DG rating and operational costs yet 

guarantees an appropriate voltage profile for islanded dc microgrids, 3) the development of an 

accurate and comprehensive power flow algorithm for analyzing the steady-state behaviour of 

islanded hybrid ac/dc microgrids, and 4) the optimization of hybrid ac/dc microgrids configuration. 

 As the first research component, a novel multi-agent control scheme has been developed for 

regulating the voltage profile of DCDSs that incorporate a large number of intermittent energy 

sources. The proposed control scheme consists of two sequential stages. In the first stage, a 

distributed state estimation algorithm is implemented to estimate the voltage profile in DCDSs, thus 
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enhancing the interlinking converter (IC) operation in regulating the system voltages within specified 

limits. If the IC alone fails to regulate the system voltages, a second control stage is activated and 

executed through either equal or optimum curtailment strategy of the DG output power. A variety of 

case studies have been conducted in order to demonstrate the effectiveness, robustness, and 

convergence characteristics of the control schemes that have been developed. 

 The second element of this research is a multi-agent supervisory control that has been created in 

order to provide precise power management in isolated DC microgrids. Two aspects of power 

management have been considered: 1) equal power sharing, which has been realized via a proposed 

distributed equal power sharing (DEPS) algorithm, and 2) optimal power dispatch, which has been 

achieved through a proposed distributed equal incremental cost (DEIC) algorithm. Both algorithms 

offer the additional advantage of affording the ability to restore the average system voltage to its 

nominal value. Real-time OPAL-RT simulations have demonstrated the effectiveness of the 

developed algorithms in a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) application. 

 The third part of the research has introduced a sequential power flow algorithm for hybrid ac/dc 

microgrids operating in islanded mode. In contrast to the conditions in grid-connected systems, 

variable rather than fixed ac frequencies and dc voltages are utilized for coordinating power between 

the ac and dc microgrids. The primary challenge is to solve the power flow problem in hybrid 

microgrids in a manner that includes consideration of both the absence of a slack bus and the coupling 

between the frequency and dc voltage though ICs. In the proposed algorithm, the ac power flow is 

solved using the Newton-Raphson (NR) method, thereby updating the ac variables and utilizing them 

accordingly in a proposed IC model for solving the dc problem. This sequential algorithm is iterated 

until convergence. The accuracy of the algorithm has been verified through detailed time-domain 

simulations using PSCAD/EMTDC, and its robustness and computational cost compare favourable 

with those of conventional algorithms.  

 The final part highlights the implementation of the developed steady-state models in obtaining an 

optimum hybrid microgrid configuration. The system configuration could be manipulated by 

changing the DG droop settings as well as the network topological structure. The contribution of both 

approaches has been investigated, through an optimum power flow (OPF) formulation, in improving 

the system loadability as the primary measure of the hybrid microgrid performance. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction  

 

 

Environmental concerns related to global warming have increased significantly over the past few 

decades. At the same time, worries about energy shortages have stimulated interest of researchers in 

discovering alternative sources of energy. In response to these developments, countries around the 

world are spending billions of dollars to increase the penetration of renewable energy sources. In the 

Canadian province of Ontario, for example, the capacity of the numerous wind farms that have been 

built totals 1.7 GW, and that of biomass installations has reached 122 MW. By 2015, 3 GW of wind 

energy, 280 MW of solar energy, and 253 MW of biomass energy were available, and a 2.4 GW 

embedded mix of power from renewable sources was in service at the distribution level in that same 

year.  

 Interestingly, photovoltaic (PV) arrays and wind turbines are more compatible with dc than with 

ac systems. In [1], Wu and et al. contrasted the integration of a PV array into ac versus dc systems in 

terms of the number of power conversion stages required and the overall efficiency. They 

demonstrated that just two conversion stages are required for the array to feed a nonlinear load via a 

dc system compared to five stages if an ac system is utilized. This reduction in the number of 

conversion stages significantly increases power conversion efficiency: approaching 98 % in dc 

systems compared to 86 % in ac systems. With respect to biomass distributed generation (DG), a new 

technology has been developed based on the conversion of biomass fuel into hydrogen gas for fuel 

cell operation [2]. The purpose of the conversion is to increase the efficiency of the biomass 

generation and to reduce the NOx emissions traditionally associated with biomass sources. Figure 1.1 

provides a quick comparison of the integration of renewable sources into ac and dc systems. 

 Along with renewable DG units, electronic loads have also become an integral feature of modern 

life. New high-efficiency and high-quality dc lighting systems have been invented, and the operation 

of major loads such as modern elevator motors is based on variable speed drives [3]. Another key 

load in future electric distribution systems comes from plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) technology, and 

other evolving innovations, such as solid-state transformers, will also increase the drive toward the 

implementation of dc systems [4]. Additional considerations include the following beneficial 

characteristics of dc distribution systems:  
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1. Higher overall system efficiency 

2. Easier expansion of power capacity  

3. Less interference with ac grids  

4. Absence of issues related to frequency stability and reactive power  

5. Lack of the skin effect and losses associated with ac systems 

 Given these clear advantages, dc distribution systems have become an increasingly common 

research focus. A particular area of interest is the philosophy governing the operation of isolated dc 

systems and the integration of dc and ac microgrids in order to configure a new hybrid ac/dc 

paradigm. Figure 1.2 illustrates a simple hybrid ac/dc paradigm in a nanoscale grid, as reported in the 

literature.  

1.1 Motivation 

The operation of a dc distribution system is based on a totally fresh concept in distribution systems. In 

contrast to ac systems, in dc systems, the voltage and power at different dc system buses are the only 
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Figure 1.1: Integration of renewable DG units into power systems: (a) AC (b) DC  
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system variables that are also coupled. The presence of a high level of link resistance in dc 

distribution systems hinders accurate decentralized power management in general and efficient DG 

power sharing and economic dispatching in particular. The literature includes a variety of proposed 

control schemes designed to handle power management in dc distribution systems. However, most of 

the schemes suggested are based on centralized approaches that entail a significant communication 

infrastructure, thus reducing overall system reliability. A few energy management studies have been 

conducted based on distributed schemes, but they are suitable only for small-scale systems.  

 The evolving dc network will also be integrable with traditional ac networks through interlinking 

converters (ICs), thereby forming a new hybrid distribution paradigm. If the connection with the main 

substation is lost, the hybrid distribution system forms an islanded microgrid that can partially or 

totally supply the local loads in the ac and dc subgrids. The operational concept of this newly 

configured paradigm can be better understood if the hybrid system is subdivided into ac and dc 

subgrids connected via ICs. The DG units installed in ac subgrids implement P/f and Q/V droop 

characteristics that enhance load sharing. Likewise, the DG units apply either P/V or I/V droop 

characteristics that enable appropriate power sharing within the dc subgrid. At the same time, the ICs 
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Figure 1.2: AC/DC hybrid nanogrid 
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manage overall load sharing between the ac and dc subgrids by relating the ac frequency and dc 

voltage. While consequently complex, analysis of islanded hybrid ac/dc microgrids is nonetheless 

important due to 1) the absence of a slack bus, 2) the frequency variations that occur in the ac subgrid, 

and 3) the correlation between the frequency and the dc voltage. The practical implementation of this 

operational philosophy in large-scale hybrid microgrids must be preceded by several initial steady-

state and dynamic studies that could be performed through an inclusive and accurate steady-state 

analysis tool. Recently published power flow studies have targeted only purely ac microgrids, with 

the nontraditional operational aspects of integrated dc subgrids remaining unaddressed.  

 For these reasons and to overcome the challenges mentioned above, the facilitation of the 

widespread construction of a dc and hybrid ac/dc microgrid concept under a smart grid paradigm 

requires robust control schemes and analysis tools. Any approaches proposed should be capable of 

performing the following functions: 

1. Providing a reliable distributed supervisory control environment that manages the DG output 

power in large-scale dc microgrids in both grid-connected and islanded operating modes  

2. Accurately defining the steady-state variables for hybrid ac/dc microgrids, including consideration 

of a special operational philosophy for individual subgrids as well as the nature of the coupling 

between the subgrids’ variables  

1.2 Research Objectives 

The broad goal of the research conducted for this thesis was to incorporate the concept of dc grids 

into the operational perspectives of active distribution networks (ADNs). However, several factors 

required addressing prior to the realization of this approach. On one hand, dc microgrids may follow 

different paradigms (standalone dc microgrid or hybrid ac/dc microgid) with different modes of 

operation (grid-connected or islanded), each requiring consideration of specific objectives and 

constraints. For example, in islanded dc systems, equal power sharing is the stated main goal, while 

for a dc distribution system connected to a stiff grid, the primary target is to maximize DG revenue 

without violating system constraints. On the other hand, the interaction between the ac and dc 

subgrids in an islanded hybrid paradigm introduces a fresh operational scheme that involves thorough 

steady-state and dynamic analysis prior to the practical implementation of such systems. With respect 

to addressing these challenges, the main objectives of this research can be summarized as follows: 
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1. Developing a distributed algorithm for mitigating any voltage regulation problems that may arise 

in the case of a large-scale dc microgrid connected to a stiff grid: The algorithm supports the main 

IC decision in order to prevent any voltage violations at different system buses. If the IC fails to 

regulate the voltage level at all system buses, the output DG power should be optimally curtailed 

as an additional control action to support the IC functionality. 

2. Developing a distributed supervisory control scheme that enhances the performance of isolated dc 

microgrids: The creation of the proposed scheme required consideration of both the achievement 

of precise DG power management and the enhancement of the overall system voltage profile 

through the operation of the DG units around the nominal voltage value.  

3. Developing an appropriate load flow algorithm that reflects the accurate steady-state system 

behaviour of islanded hybrid ac/dc microgrids: The proposed algorithm must comprise an 

extensive range of different operational modes not only for the DG units, but also for the ICs.  

4. Investigating the optimum system configuration that enhances the system performance: in the light 

of special operational characteristics of the hybrid ac/dc microgrids, the optimum system 

configuration could be defined according to several operational criteria among which system 

loadability is the most salient. 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 provides the required background and critical survey of operational studies previously 

conducted with respect to microgrids in general and dc microgrids in particular. 

Chapter 3 introduces a sequential multi-agent control scheme for mitigating voltage regulation 

problems associated with dc distribution systems that include a high penetration of dispatchable 

and renewable DG units. In the first stage, the IC adjusts the lower and upper system voltage 

levels around unity, while in the second stage, the DG units react if the ac/dc converter alone 

fails to regulate the system voltages between permissible limits.  

Chapter 4 explains the developed multi-agent supervisory control strategy that provides precise 

power management in isolated dc microgrids. Two distributed power management algorithms 

have been created to enable consideration of both equal power sharing between the DG units 
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and their optimal power dispatch. As a side-effect benefit, the developed algorithms also 

provide the ability to restore the average system voltage to its nominal value. 

Chapter 5 describes the development of a sequential power flow algorithm for hybrid ac/dc 

microgrids operating in islanded mode. The algorithm incorporates the operational 

characteristics of the ac and dc subgrids as well as the scheme for exchanging power between 

the subgrids. To obtain an efficient solution with a low computational cost, the Newton-

Raphson method is implemented sequentially for the ac and dc subgrids, thus offering a 

significant reduction in problem size compared to that provided by a unified algorithm. 

Chapter 6 provides an optimum system configuration analysis to enhance the system capability in 

serving the maximum possible demand. The analysis is conducted through optimal power flow 

(OPF) formulation that considers manipulating the DG droop settings as well as the system 

topological structure.  

Chapter 7 sets out the conclusions and contributions of the research presented in this thesis as well 

as suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Literature Review 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

In chapter 1, the motivations of the research work have been highlighted and the research objectives 

have been introduced. This chapter states the essential knowledge and critical survey pertaining to the 

research objectives. First a general background is introduced to provide a better understanding of the 

operational schemes of dc microgrids and their integration within the hybrid ac/dc paradigm. Since 

this work focuses on intelligent distributed control, the implementation of multi-agent technology is 

summarized and preceded by main communication infrastructures in power systems. Thereafter, a 

functional survey is presented to address the main operational studies in active distribution systems in 

general and dc distribution systems in specific. This survey could be divided into two folds. The first 

part tackles the control schemes followed to achieve an appropriate voltage quality in distribution 

systems (in connected or isolated modes of operation). The second part outlines power management 

and coordination of power system components within dc and ac/dc hybrid microgrids.  

 In contrast to ac active distribution networks, which have roots in the traditional ac distribution 

system, the dc distribution systems have been implemented in limited applications. In other words, 

although dc power distribution systems are currently being considered for datacom centers in Japan 

and Europe [5], [6] and are also being contemplated for ship and aircraft power systems [7], dc 

distribution has not been implemented in common distribution networks. Therefore, practical 

problems related to dc distribution have not yet shown up on large scale systems. Accordingly, in 

addition to dc distribution research, this survey will review some common problems in multi-terminal 

dc (MTDC) and ac active distribution networks that can be mirrored in early dc distribution systems. 

2.2 Hybrid AC/DC Microgrid Philosophy of Operation and Communication 

Schemes 

The most generic paradigm in which the dc microgrid may exist is within a hybrid ac/dc network as 

illustrated in Figure 2.1. However, the switching action of the system circuit breakers, i.e., CB1 and 
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CB2 presented in the figure, will yield different operational paradigms for the dc subsystem, and thus, 

different operational schemes for the DG units and the interlinking ac/dc converter will be applied.  

These operational paradigms could be vividly summarized by manipulating the presented circuit 

breakers as follows 

1) Gird-connected dc microgrid, CB1 is on and CB2 is on: In this mode of operation, the IC 

provides a slack bus for the dc subgrid, since the ac system is stiff enough to accommodate any 

power mismatch between the load and generation within the dc microgrid. Accordingly, the 

DG units may operate as constant power resources that inject their maximum output power 

since any power surplus or deficiency will be transferred to the stiff main grid through the IC. 

In this operation, the IC is considered a voltage forming element that settles the system voltage 

at the point of common coupling. However, the power injection from a DG unit still affects the 

voltage profile of its own feeder.  

2) Islanded dc microgrid, CB2 is off, In this scenario the dc microgrid represents a standalone 

entity that could exchange power with neither the main substation nor the ac subgrid. Given the 

absence of a major generation unit that could replace the role of a stiff grid bus, the DG units 

have to collaborate in achieving two major functions: 1) attaining a perfect match between the 

generation and loads, 2) forming the dc subgrid voltage. 

3) Islanded hybrid ac/dc microgrid, CB1 is off and CB2 is on: In this scenario both the ac and 

subgrids are connected together through the IC with the absence of a main stiff grid. Depending 

on the relative capacity of each subgrid, the IC could perform one of different objectives. If any 

of the subgrids is large enough (considerably stiffer), the IC could operate as a stiff bus for the 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a hybrid microgrid 
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weaker subgrid. Thus, any power mismatch between the load and generation in the weaker 

subgrid could be handled by the stiffer subgrid. However, if neither of the subgrids connected 

to the IC is relatively large, the IC role will be restricted to facilitate active power exchange 

between the two subgrids. In this case, the subgrid ac voltage and frequency and dc voltage are 

locally formed by the DG units installed in each subgrid. 

 In the presented analysis, capacities of DG units are assumed relatively small, i.e., no large DG 

unit could serve as a slack for the entire system.  Thus, in order to maintain the microgrid power 

adequacy, three control topologies for the DG units and the IC could be applied: centralized, 

distributed, and decentralized. The centralized layout, as its name implies, relies on a central 

supervisory control that could send the set points for the DG output power as well as the power 

transfer through the IC. In contrast, the distributed control refers to a supervisory control scheme that 

is distributed among the system components. For instance, a set of DG units could globally exchange 

some information regarding their total output power and, accordingly, each DG could locally 

calculate the appropriate change in its power generation value to achieve a predefined power 

management scheme. Compared with the centralized approach [8], [9], the distributed control is 1) 

more economical, with low communication and computational costs, and 2) more efficient in use of 

local information [10]. These advantages could be considered the main reasons that distributed 

communication is promoted as the ideal environment in realizing the mulit-agent concept, discussed 

in the following chapter 

 On the other hand, the decentralized approach is implemented without either supervisory control 

or communication layout. In this control strategy, DG units and ICs depend on the local system 

variables to adjust the output power and power transfer, respectively. For instance, the output active 

power is adjusted based on the frequency and local voltage droop scheme in the ac and dc subgrids, 

respectively. It is noteworthy that the decentralized control could be implemented as a primary 

control stage within a hierarchal control scheme that adopts either a centralized or distributed control 

on a secondary control stage. This hierarchal control alleviates the high bandwidth communication 

requirements since the system power adequacy is always maintained through the decentralized 

control, while advanced control objectives such as power dispatching or sharing are maintained 

through the secondary stage. 
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2.3 Multi-agent Technology in Power System Studies 

Multi-agent technology allows for the rapid and detailed creation of a system model and constitutes a 

robust framework for distributed control. Yet, due to its emergent nature, there are several research 

issues that have not been addressed in the application of this technology in ADNs. Important among 

these are: 1) lack of a consensus definition in ADNs regarding what an intelligent agent is; 2) no 

unified organization paradigm for the multi-agent system in ADNs; 3) no solid mathematical 

approaches to determine the optimal coordination and communication protocols among control 

agents; and 4) lack of testing around issues related to effectiveness, robustness, stability, and 

convergence characteristics for multi-agent systems in ADNs.  

 In order to carry out research around multi-agent techniques, we have to differentiate between two 

frameworks for multi-agent decision-making. The first depends on heuristic techniques, where each 

agent chooses to update its state based on if-then conditions. This kind of multi-agent framework is 

widely used in the literature in solving a variety of power system problems, such as voltage regulation 

[11]–[13], self-healing [14], real-time operation [15], etc. The second framework depends on 

mathematical formulas that guarantee rates of convergence and solution quality, i.e., how far it is 

from the optimal solution. 

 This research extensively applies mathematical multi-agent approaches in order to achieve power 

management and voltage control for dc microgrids in both grid-connected and islanded modes of 

operation. Accordingly, the reminder of this section summarizes the communication layout and 

mathematical techniques employed to develop the multi-agent algorithms needed for the presented 

work. 

2.3.1 Communication Layout 

As demonstrated in Figure 2.2, the data exchange among the agents can be modeled as a weighted 

graph: 	7 = {	=, ℰ,c}, in which = = {1,2,… , (} is a set of vertices; 	c	 ∶= [c;&] is the adjacency 

matrix with c;& ≥ 0 representing a weight of edge (	, ~); and ℰ	 ∈ = × 	=\���(=) is a set of non-

zero edges. In other words, (	, ~) ∈ ℰ if the weight c;& 	> 0. In alignment with the literature, self-

loops are not counted in	ℰ. The neighboring nodes of node 	 are ones that can send and receive 

information to/from node			, denoted :; =	 {~ ∈ =: (~, 	) ∈ ℰ, �(�	~ ≠ 	}. In this work, standard 

assumptions regarding network communication graphs have been adopted [16], [17]: 

Assumption 1( Non-degeneracy): 
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• There is an �	 > 0, such that	c�� ≥ α.  

• ∀	, �	 ∈ = , c�E ≥ 0  

Assumption 2 (Strong connectivity): There exists a path that connects any two vertices		, ~ ∈ =, 	 ≠
~. 
Assumption 3 (Doubly stochastic adjacency matrix): There is balanced communication defined by  

c;& =
��
�
�� 1���(|:;|, |:&|) + 1 			�					~ ∈ :;

1 − � c;&&∈:�
																�					~ = 	

															0																										 ~ℎ"�ji"
 (2.1) 

 The graph model can be operated in two modes: Gossip and average consensus. In Gossip mode, 

any agents can broadcast its own information to others at a maximum of n-1 iteration. This mode is 

suitable if a certain agent wants to inform others about its state, for instance, DG unit broadcasts a 

voltage violation at its bus. Meanwhile the average consensus concept is applied if a set of agents 

pursue unanimous agreement around a system state as explained in details in the next subsection. 

2.3.2 Average Consensus Theory 

The main objective of the average consensus theory is sharing an average value of a certain variable s among agents, for example, s can represent the average system voltage. Each agent, a DG for 

instance, would have an initial value s[0] that represents its own average estimation at the beginning 

of the data exchange. For an agent to update its estimation of the average value, it must exchange 

information about its estimated average value with its neighbors, as follows: 

s;[1] = � c&;	&∈{:�}∪{;}
	s&[0] (2.2) 

For simplicity, a vector φ[k] = [φM[k]	φ�[k]…	φ��[k]]�		is defined to gather the average values 

estimated by all of the agents. Thus (2.2) can be generalized at any iteration k + 1 in a compact form 

 

Figure 2.2: Exchange of information graph 
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as 

s[* + 1] = c	s[*] (2.3) 

, The relation between the initial vector s[0] and	s[�] after m iterations can then be given as 

s[�] = cF	s[0] (2.4) 

 Because c	 is an irreducible and doubly stochastic matrix, as defined according to Assumptions I 

and II, respectively, lim�→�c� converges to a rank-one deterministic matrix 
MZ[ " , where " is a 

square matric with all elements are ones. Equivalently, |σ�(lim�→�c�)| → 0, where '� is the 

second largest eigenvalue of a matrix. cF also converges at a geometric rate dependent on '�(c) 
[18]. The more connected the graph, the smaller the '�(c) value and the faster the convergence [19]. 

This interpretation explains how each DG can acquire the average value of s[0] after a sufficient 

number of iterations. 

2.3.3 Distributed Lagrangian Primal-Dual Subgradien t Algorithm  

Distributed optimization is a relatively new field that was developed to divide cooperative 

optimization problems between several agents. The work proposed by Nedic´ et al. [20] gave a 

mathematical formula for solving convex problems in a distributed manner. That work was extended 

to include agents’ private constraints by the authors in [21]. Further, Zhu and Martínez developed a 

novel multi-agent distributed optimization dedicated to convex problems with strong duality under 

global equality and inequality constraints [17]. Yet, little research in power systems has implemented 

these distributed optimization approaches [22], [23]. 

 In our proposed work, a multi-agent Distributed Lagrangian Primal-Dual Subgradient (DLPDS) 

algorithm is a key technique in coordinating different DGs operations under global systems 

constraints (voltage and cables current carrying capacity limits). A brief explanation of the DLPDS 

algorithm can be summarized as follows. Any convex optimization could be defined as an objective 

function, global constraints, and private constraints as defined in (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), respectively. 

�(��;(�);
 (2.5) 

Subject to:  

�(�) ≤ 0 (2.6) 
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�FE$ ≤ 	� ≤ �F/G (2.7) 

where P is a vector of the problem variables. Considering only the global constraints, the equivalent 

Lagrangian equation could be represented as 

�(�, o) = ��;(�);
	+ o¢�(�) (2.8) 

o; ∈ [0,∞) (2.9) 

where o is a vector of Lagrangian multipliers. Then, each agent will be responsible to solve its own 

optimization function (2.10), while taking into consideration its private constraints (2.11). 

�;(�, o) = 	��;(�;;) + o;¢�(�;) (2.10) 

� ∈	∩; [�FE$; , �F/G; ] (2.11) 

Then, Agents exchange information with each other based on (2.12)-(2.15) 

��;(*) = 	 � c&;			�&(*)	
&∈{:�}∪{;}

 (2.12) 

��;(*) = 	 � c&;			o&(*)	&∈{:�}∪{;}
 (2.13) 

�;(* + 1) = �� �� ¥��;(*) − ð(*)¦�;(�, ��;)¦� 	§ (2.14) 

o;(* + 1) = �� �� ¥��;(*) − ð(*)¦�;(��;, o)¦o 	§ (2.15) 

 

where	�� �� (and �� ��)  is the projection of the primal (and dual) variables based on each agent’s 

private constraints, and  ð(*) = M¨©M. 
 It is worth noting that DLPDS is dedicated to convex problems with strong duality. In our 

analysis, DLPDS will be utilized for quadratic objective function with linear constraints, as provided 

in (2.16) and (2.17). Quadratic problems should be tested in order to have a sense in tuning the 

algorithm: 

�( 12�¢
� + .ª¢� + �ª (2.16) 
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Subject to: 

.E¢	� + �E ≤ 0	 (2.17) 

Lagrangian equation:  

L(P, λ) = 12�¢
� + .(o)¢� + �(o) (2.18) 

.(o) = .ª +�oE.EF
E®M

 (2.19) 

�(o) = �ª +�oE�EF
E®M

 (2.20) 

The dual equation takes the form: 

�(o) = (�� �(�, o) = 	−12.(o)¢	
�.(o) + �(o)	 (2.21) 

where (
�) is Moore-Penrose or pseudo-inverse of matrix 
. 

2.4 Voltage Regulation in ADNs  

2.4.1 Voltage Regulation in ADNs Connected to a Sti ff System  

Voltage regulation is one of the major concerns regarding the appropriate operation of distribution 

systems. In its basic form, voltage regulation schemes in ac distribution systems tend to adjust the 

settings of traditional voltage control devices (i.e., an on-load tap changer [OLTC] on the head of a 

group of feeders, line voltage regulators, and shunt capacitors) in order to regulate the bus voltages to 

their specified acceptable limits [24], [25]. With the high degree of complexity that accompanies 

ADN structures, conventional voltage regulation schemes are expected to face numerous challenges. 

Important among these are significant changes in the voltage profile of distribution feeders, 

operational interference between DG units and traditional voltage control devices, and excessive wear 

and tear of traditional voltage control devices [26]. 

 Recently, inverter-based DGs have been proposed to supply reactive power in addition to active 

power to cooperate in the mitigation of voltage rise problems [10]. In restrictions regarding the 

operation of DG units under the unity power factor, active power curtailment is the appropriate 

solution [27] [28]. In general, due to the intermittency of renewable DGs and the uncertainty of loads, 
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the concept of active network management (ANM) has emerged [28]. In contrast to conventional DG 

control schemes, ANM is a real-time monitoring and control strategy that can be adopted to facilitate 

increased DG access and connections while avoiding high network reinforcement costs. In [29], the 

ANM of network power flows had the potential reported to increase energy sourced from renewable 

generation threefold, compared to that of being conservative with throttling planning constraints. In 

[30], the authors differentiate between two main categories of DGs – firm and non-firm. Firm DGs 

are allowed to inject their active power all the time, whereas non-firm units are only allowed to do so 

if the system’s operation constraints are not violated.  

 In the case of dc distribution systems operating in grid-connected mode, the injected/consumed 

power at different buses and the voltage at the point of common coupling with the main ac grid are 

the only factors shaping the voltage profile throughout the entire system. This inflexibility imposes 

restrictions on renewable power injection to meet the voltage regulation criteria (i.e., ±	5	% tolerance 

[1] ). In [31], a multilevel voltage criteria has been proposed in order to facilitate the operation of the 

ac/dc main IC and to help DG units and energy storage systems (ESSs) determine their suitable 

output power.  

2.4.2 Voltage Regulation in Islanded ADNs  

Unlike ac distribution systems operating in grid-connected mode where traditional voltage regulators 

can be used to correct any voltage constraints violations, such devices will not be available to achieve 

the required functionality in the case of islanded mode of operation. Hence, the voltage profile relies 

on DGs’ reactive power and VAR compensators, if any exist. As such, numerous centralized and 

decentralized control schemes have been proposed in the literature to mitigate the challenges of 

voltage regulation in ADNs [10], [32]. Given the distributed nature of ADNs, multi-agent distributed 

systems have been mentioned recently as a potential technology for voltage regulation in such 

systems [11], [33].  

 The problem of voltage regulation in dc isolated distribution systems occurs in different aspects. 

In general, voltage regulation in isolated dc distribution (and transmission) systems is directly related 

to current sharing [34] (or power sharing [35]). In isolated dc distribution systems, different DG units 

operate based on droop V/I characteristics, as illustrated in Figure 2.3(a), which is modeled by a 

constant voltage source in series with a resistance, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The droop variables, 

reference voltage, and slope are the factors that define current sharing among the DGs. Perfect current 
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sharing can be obtained in autonomous dc microgrids if network link resistance is negligible. 

However, as this is not commonly the case, current sharing will be affected in the presence of high 

system resistance [34], [35]. High DG droop slope is a solution to overcome existing system high 

resistance. However, based on the loading conditions, this option will lead to high voltage variation. 

In contrast, low droop slope results in a good voltage profile over the system with poor current 

sharing among the DGs. Figure 2.4 gives a comparison between low and high droop slope settings for 

DGs in the presence of reference voltage mismatch between DG units (a) or high system resistance 

(b). A comprehensive discussion regarding the trade-off between sharing and voltage profile was 

reported in [26]. 
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Figure 2.3: V/I droop characteristics of a DG in dc systems: (a) actual circuit; (b) characteristic equation; (c) 

circuit model  
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 In order to guarantee perfect current sharing and an acceptable voltage profile, supervisory control 

is required to adapt the reference voltage for different DG units, based on loading conditions. An 

initial design for a centralized supervisory controller was proposed in [32], while a distributed 

supervisory control via multi-agent protocol was proposed in [37]. According to the latter approach, 

the authors proposed implementing a common bus communication topology to provide all system DG 

units with full observability. In other words, all of the DGs in the system would provide their own 

instantaneous current on a common bus, so that each DG could aggregate the total DG current and 

update its reference voltage based on the total system loading current, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

Analytically, the steady state performance of the mentioned supervisory controller performance can 

be summarized as follows. 

 The DG output voltage is a function of its own reference voltage and the output current of all the 

DG units communicating with it. Thus the voltage at the terminal of DG units could be defined as  

³́
´́
µ́ VMI⋮V�I⋮VZII ·̧

¸̧
¹̧
=
³́
´́
µ VM∗⋮V�∗⋮VZI∗ ·̧

¸̧
¹
−
³́
´́
µ �MM ⋯ −�M�K ⋯ −�M$K⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮−��MK ⋯ ��� ⋯ −��$K⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮−�$MK ⋯ −�$�K ⋯ �$$ ·̧

¸̧
¹

³́
´́
µ́ MI⋮�I⋮ZII ·̧

¸̧
¹̧
	 (2.22) 

²∗ ²∗ 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Comparison between low and high droop gains: (a) mismatch in DGs’ reference voltage; 

(b) presence of high system resistance 
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Where V�I, �I and	V�∗ are the output voltage and current, and voltage reference of DG j; � and �K are 

the self-droop and mutual droop gains, respectively. In compact form, (2.22) can be presented as  

UI =	U∗ − !	�I	 (2.23) 

The representation shown in (2.23) comprises both UI and �I	 as variables which is not 

recommended in solving load flow algorithms. Thus the (2.23) can be modified in the following 

steps. 

 

Figure 2.5: DGs under exchanging loading current  
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The system current voltage relation via admittance matrix: 

� = 	Y	U (2.24) 

Where, Partitioning (2.24) into DG buses (G) and load buses (L), leads to: 

¼�I�R ½ = 	 ¾YII YIRYRI YRR ¿ ¼UIUR ½ (2.25) 

Substituting from (2.25) into (2.23) yields 

UI =	U∗ − !	ÀYII	UI +	YIR 	UR 	Á	 (2.26) 

Simplifying (2.26) leads to: 

UI 	= 	 (? +	!C 	YII)LM	(U∗ − !C 		YIR 	UR)		 (2.27) 

where ? is the identity matrix. Accordingly, it was found that in order to obtain perfect current 

sharing among the DGs, the droop parameters must be set at very high values, which means very 

unstable operation of all systems. In [36], the researchers modified the work proposed in [34] by 

adding an integrating term in the DG supervisory voltage and current control loops to provide a 

viable solution for the voltage regulation problem. However, the aforementioned control structure 

relies on common communication bus technology. As reported by [36], scenarios involving large 

numbers of DG units will be subject to significant delay while the updated data is written to the 

common bus, with the consequent possibility of instability problems triggered by asynchronous 

read/write actions. In addition, the failure of any point at the bus will ruin the whole control 

scheme. Restrictions on its length and the number of agents connected also limit the use of a 

common communication bus [37]. Moreover, the control algorithms provided in [34], [36]  did not 

consider the operational costs of the DG units. 

2.5 Power Management Studies in Islanded DC and AC/ DC Hybrid Microgrids 

Isolated dc microgrids introduce a new operational concept in the smart grid paradigm. The 

coordination between its main components (variable loads, generation and storage system) is the main 

theme in many of the recent publications. In [38], the authors provided a decentralized power 

management scheme for a stand-alone dc microgrid, including a storage system, DG units, and 

variable loads. The main concern in that work is the change in battery charging and discharging 

criteria based on the system state (voltage level), which is defined based on the mismatch between 

loading and generation conditions. In [39], the authors divided the operating voltage region into levels 
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according to which renewable DG units could locally determine the appropriate operational mode: 

maximum power tracing or droop control. 

 In [40], the authors proposed a supervisory technique in order to coordinate charging among 

different batteries operating at a common dc bus. The coordination algorithm depends on the state of 

charge of each battery and the available power sources in the common dc bus. Based on that 

information, the droop characteristics of each battery are adjusted to keep either all of the batteries at 

the same state of charge or to charge according to a predefined rate. In [41], a solid state transformer 

hierarchical control for the dc side is illustrated. The control hierarchy is composed of three main 

stages: primary, secondary and tertiary. Each stage operates within a certain time frame (seconds in 

primary, hours in tertiary) and according to pre-specified conditions. To be more specific, tertiary 

control operates in the connected mode to regulate power flow to and from the main grid, whereas the 

secondary control is active in islanded mode (i.e., when the system is disconnected from the main 

grid). In [42], the authors proposed connecting multiple ac buses to a common dc bipolar system to 

increase the system reliability and to reduce buses peaks and charging losses. The former two 

advantages can be inferred directly from the meshed configuration introduced in that approach. The 

reduction in charging losses was explained via the conversion stages required for charging vehicles 

via ac or dc infrastructure. In more detail, the current charging system utilizes the common ac system 

to provide dc voltage (via SCRs) which is converted to 6600Vac through IGBTs. Application of SCR 

in the middle stage imposes additional losses at the start of charging processes. Such extra losses can 

be avoided in the presence of dc infrastructure. In [43], the authors proposed an observer-based 

approach to capture sudden load changes, deviating the system voltage level and accordingly tripping 

the protection system, in hybrid ac/dc microgrids. The authors equipped the ac/dc converter control 

loop with an observer-based mechanism which enhances the dc voltage performance using local 

measurements of both the dc voltage side and the ac/dc active power transfer.  These measurements 

are utilized as local feed-forward signals that indicate any changes in the loading condition.  

 In [44], the authors proposed detailed control algorithms that handle power management in ac/dc 

hybrid microgrids. The main focus was on manipulating energy management among ac and dc loads, 

battery systems, and renewable sources. Accordingly, the authors based their work on a centralized 

controller with rapid communication, which implies a higher failure risk as the system is fully 

dependent on communication among DG units, to implement the coordination algorithm. In [45], the 

authors introduced the droop-based co-ordination for DG units installed in hybrid ac/dc microgrids. 
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According to this control scheme, all dispatchable DGs implement droop characteristics, non-

dispatchable units apply their maximum output power, and ICs transfer constant power between the 

ac and dc subgrids. In dc subgrids, the droop characteristics are realized as discussed before for 

islanded dc microgrids, section 2.4. In ac subgrids, the droop characteristics are applied through 

adapting the DG frequency and voltage based on the output active and reactive powers, respectively: 

�/0,DE = qE(�E∗ − �) (2.28) 

JDE = rE(U/0,E∗ − U/0,E) (2.29) 

where �∗ and V/0∗  are the no-load reference values for the DG output frequency and voltage, and μ� 
and rE are the reciprocals of the DG droop gains. Figure 2.6 (a) demonstrate the structure and control 

loops of an ac DG unit operating in droop-control mode. The simplified representation of droop-

controlled DGs is illustrated in Figure 2.6 (b). 

 

   (a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 2.6: DG in ac microgrids: (a) Power circuit and control structure, (b) simplified model 

 

 

             

   (a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 2.7: IC in hybrid ac/dc microgrids: (a) Power circuit and control structure, (b) simplified model 
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 In general, the operational philosophy of hybrid ac/dc systems considers the capacity difference 

between the ac and dc subgrids [44], [45]. In [14], the authors viewed the dc system as a stiff system 

because it contains a battery storage system and thus the ac/dc converter operated to provide a fixed 

voltage slack terminal for the ac subgrid. In [45], the opposite situation was considered, where the ac 

system was viewed as a stiff system (it contains several dispatchable units) that provides a slack bus 

to the dc subgrid via the IC. In contrast with both assumptions, the authors in [46]–[48] proposed an 

IC operational criterion that relates the ac frequency to the dc voltage if there is no considerable 

difference between the capacities of the ac and dc subgrids. For higher system security, such islanded 

microgrids are characterized by droop control schemes that enable overall load sharing among the 

installed DGs as illustrated earlier [32]. To maintain a power balance between the ac and dc subgrids, 

the IC compares the deviation in frequency of the ac system and the deviation in voltage of the dc 

system to determine the higher loaded system and thus the power flow direction between the two 

systems. As shown in Figure 2.7(a), the ICs typically implement CC-VSCs, allowing for power 

exchange between ac and dc subgrids. The ac frequency and dc voltage are locally measured at the IC 

terminals. The local measurements are processed by the power controller to set the active power 

references. Figure 2.7(b) presents a simplified model, implying that the IC is realized as a load for 

one subgrid while being seen as a supply for another. This control strategy represnts a strong 

alternative that enables proper coordination between the subgrids; However, it introduces a new 

concept of coupling the ac frequency and dc voltage  in the hybrid ac/dc paradigm.  

2.6 Steady-State Analysis of ADNs 

A practical implementation of the hybrid ac/dc microgrid paradigm could not be realized without 

performing a series of operational and planning studies by distribution utilities. These studies include, 

but are not limited to:  

1- Optimal sizing and allocation for the system distributed energy resources (DER) 

2- System reconfiguration and power restoration 

3- Volt/Var planning and control 

4- Economic dispatch and power management of the installed DER 

5- Dynamic stability analysis 

6- Protection design and Contingency analysis 
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 In order to provide a scalable and thorough study of all the aforementioned topics, a 

comprehensive and generic power flow tool should be developed beforehand. Although several recent 

studies have been conducted to materialize the concept of ac/dc microgrids through time-domain 

simulations, the presented studies are still limited to a small number of buses analyzed for a very 

narrow operational time horizon. In general, time-domain simulations (e.g. PSCAD/EMTP or 

SIMULINK) consider a set of algebraic and differential equations that model the system dynamic 

behavior. This complex representation hinders the capability of time-domain SW in simulating large-

scale systems for long time horizon. Alternatively, the steady-state system variables could be obtained 

through a power flow algorithm that accurately models and efficiently solves the system algebraic 

equations, accordingly more suitable for running extended system studies within a reasonable time 

frame. 

 Only a handful of recent research studies tackled the subject of power flow analysis in islanded ac 

microgrids or in MTDC networks. In [49], the authors proposed a power flow algorithm that 

incorporates the system frequency of islanded ac microgrids, utilizing the Newton-trust region (NTR) 

method. The authors of [50] employed particle swarm optimization to solve the optimal power flow 

of islanded ac microgrids. A power flow approach applicable for droop-based dc buses was developed 

in [51]. In [52], an ac/dc power flow algorithm was proposed for multi-terminal dc systems (MTDC), 

taking into consideration the converters’ losses. However, this approach is not applicable to hybrid 

microgrids, because there is no slack bus in the system. The steady-state models of the droop-based 

DGs were highlighted for the ac and dc microgrids in [53], without providing a proper model for the 

IC that considers coupling between the subgrids. In addition, the authors did not propose a systematic 

steady-state methodology in that work.  

2.7 Discussion 

Throughout the literature review provided in this chapter, it is obvious that while sufficient work has 

been done with respect to power management in dc and ac/dc distribution systems to meet system 

adequacy or to regulate the system voltage, most of the provided schemes are based on centralized 

techniques. In contrast to studies in ac systems, the operational problem of voltage regulation in dc 

systems was tackled only in an isolated dc system context. The centralized approaches in the 

literature contradict with the plug and play, and reliability concepts of smart grid paradigm. A few 

studies are provided based on distributed control manner, albeit the significant deficiencies in terms 

of accuracy and generality. Via the recent mathematical distributed optimization, introduced in this 
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chapter, a more advanced and robust distributed power management schemes can be developed. 

Moreover, deeper studies into voltage regulation in connected mode are lacking. Such studies will be 

significant to cope with the large scale medium voltage dc systems introduced by ABB research 

laboratories. 

 Obvious limitations on steady state studies are noticed in ac/dc hybrid system studies. The main 

reason for this is the absence of an inclusive load flow tool that is adequate for the system nature and 

different operation philosophy. Developing such a tool will open the door wide for further steady-

state analysis such as system loadability, reconfiguration, and restoration studies. 
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Chapter 3 

A Novel Multi-agent Control Scheme for Voltage Regu lation in DC 

Distribution Systems 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In chapter 2, it was demonstrated that one of the most salient studies in microgrids is power 

management, which is directly related to DG voltage regulation in dc systems. In dc microgrids 

operating in grid-connected mode, the DG units are allowed to inject their maximum output power 

since the main grid could manipulate any difference between the microgrid generation and load.  

However, unlike ac networks, the dc voltage is coupled with the DG active power injection, and thus, 

high penetration of DG resources may deteriorate the system voltage profile [54], [55]. 

 In this chapter, issues around voltage regulation in large-scale dc distribution systems (DCDSs) 

with high penetration of DG units are addressed. A multi-agent distributed control scheme, based on 

two-way communication between DG units and the system’s main ac/dc interfacing converter, is 

proposed. The proposed control scheme aims to mitigate the challenges of voltage regulation in 

DCDS and facilitate seamless integration for high DG penetration. Two sequential stages are carried 

out in the proposed distributed control scheme. The first stage is designed to provide the ac/dc 

converter with the capability of optimally adjusting its output voltage, taking into consideration the 

distribution of the voltage profile in the downstream dc network. If the ac/dc fails to regulate the 

system voltages appropriately, the second stage is activated to enable DG units to share in the voltage 

regulation process. 

 To that end, two power management multi-agent based strategies are proposed. The first strategy 

is based on equal power curtailment, where all DG units participating in the voltage violation problem 

are subjected to equal curtailment ratios according to their capacities. The curtailment ratio is 

calculated via an average consensus-based algorithm. This strategy is classified as a non-cooperative 

strategy and can be adopted for a set of DG units owned by different entities within the same DCDS 

[27], [28]. The second strategy is based on maximizing overall DG operation revenue. Here, the DG 

units cooperate together to allocate the output power combination that achieves the maximum net 
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revenue for the DCDS, without violating the system voltage limits. This strategy can be adopted for a 

set of DG units that are owned by the same entity, e.g., a local distribution company [22], [56]. The 

problem is formulated mathematically as a convex optimization problem under global constraints, and 

a DLPDS algorithm is proposed to solve it in a multi-agent environment [17]. 

 The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In section 3.2, the estimation of the voltage profile 

due to changes in the injected DG power is addressed for DCDSs. Detailed model and mathematical 

formulations regarding the first and second stages of the proposed voltage control scheme are 

illustrated in sections 3.2 and 3.4, respectively. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed multi-

agent technique, several case studies are provided in section 3.5, and the main findings of this work 

are discussed in section 3.6.  

3.2 Voltage Profile Estimation in DCDS 

The main objective of the DCDS is to enhance the performance of dc loads while increasing the DG 

penetration. Figure 3.1 shows a proposed structure of future DCDS. As shown in the figure, an ac/dc 

bidirectional converter is connected in the main substation to interface the ac grid with the dc 

distribution network. The ac/dc bidirectional converter is the main device responsible for voltage 

regulation in the downstream feeders. Nonetheless, the integration of high DG penetrations in DCDS 

can significantly change the system voltage profile and interfere with the operation of the ac/dc 

bidirectional converter due to: 1) many of the DG units being characterized by high degree of 

uncertainty, such as PV and wind; and 2) a large number of small-sized DG units being required to be 

controlled. Estimations of voltage profile changes due to changes in the injected power can be 

analyzed based on the following discussion. 

3.2.1 Voltage Profile Estimation in Radial DCDS 

To avoid confusion, all of the following calculations are considered on a per unit (p.u.) basis. Figure 

3.2 illustrates a typical diagram of a DCDS radial distribution feeder. Without the installation of DG 

units, the direction of power flow is unidirectional from the upstream ac network towards the 

downstream dc network. However, when DG resources are installed, a bidirectional power flow is 

expected. As depicted in the figure, the injection of power ∆pÄ at bus# n will reduce the power flow 

through the bidirectional converter at the point of ac/dc coupling by the same amount of power ∆pÄ, 

neglecting the change of system losses. Similarly, the branch power flow between any two upstream 
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buses will be reduced with the same amount of ∆pÄ. On the other hand, there will be no change in the 

branch power flow between the buses downstream bus# n. 

Consider the initial voltage difference between bus# n and its upstream bus# n-1 pre-injecting ∆pÄ as 

V($LM)4R2 − V($)4R2 =	�$LM,$	�$LM,$V($LM)4R2 ≈ �$LM,$	�$LM,$ (3.1) 

where pÄLM,Ä is the power flowing between buses n-1 and n, and rÄLM,Ä is the resistance between the 

two buses. The assumption provided in (3.1) is acceptable, since the p.u. voltage at any of the system 

buses is always ±5% around the unity. In the light of the above observation, changes in the voltage 

profile of a feeder after injecting ∆pÄ at bus# n can be given as: 

V($LM)$%l − V($)$%l = À�$LM,$ − ∆�$Á�$LM,$ (3.2) 

Subtracting (3.2) from (3.1) gives:  

 

	= ≈	

	= ≈	 	= ≈		= ≈	

	= 	= 	= 	= 	= 	= 

	= 	= 

	= 	= 	= 	= 

 

Figure 3.1: Proposed dc distribution system 

∆�(  ∆�(  

	= ≈	

 

Figure 3.2: Radial dc distribution feeder 
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V($)$%l − V($)4R2 = V($LM)$%l − V($LM)4R2 + ∆�$	�$LM,$ (3.3) 

Similarly, changes in the voltage at bus n-1 can be derived as follows: 

V($LM)$%l − V($LM)4R2 = V($L�)$%l − V($L�)4R2 + ∆�$	�$L�,$LM (3.4) 

Using a backward sweep, the same sequence of equations can be recursively obtained until reaching 

the stiff bus named as bus#	0, as follows: 

V(M)$%l − V(M)4R2 = V(Æ)$%l − V(Æ)4R2 + ∆�$	�Æ,M (3.5) 

Taking into consideration that bus# 0 is the interfacing bus with the ac system (which is a stiff [i.e., 

voltage-controlled] bus), (3.5) would be 

V(M)$%l − V(M)4R2 = ∆�$	�Æ,M (3.6) 

Applying (3.6) recursively in (3.3), yields 

V(�)$%l − V(�)4R2 = ∆�$	�Æ,M +	∆�$	�M,� (3.7) 

From (3.6) and (3.7), one can obtain the voltage change at any bus# i≤ n, as follows:  

V(E)$%l − V(E)4R2 = ∆�$	�Æ,M + ∆�$	�M,� + ∆�$	��,Ç +⋯+ ∆�$	�$LM,$ (3.8) 

Thus, the change in a voltage magnitude at any upstream bus with ∆pÄ change at bus n can be 

formulated in a compact form as 

V(E)$%l = V(E)4R2 + ∆�$ ��ÈLM,ÈÈ®E
È®M

 (3.9) 

On the other hand, the change in voltage magnitude in downstream buses will be the same as the 

change in voltage magnitude of bus n, as no change in power flow occurred. Hence, the change in 

voltage magnitude at any arbitrary bus i due to ∆pÄ at bus n in a dc radial distribution feeder can be 

formulated as 

∆	V(E) = !E,$∆�$ (3.10) 

where 

!E,$ = � �ÈLM,È
FE$(E,$)
È®M

 (3.11) 
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3.2.2  Voltage Profile Estimation in Meshed DCDS 

In meshed dc networks, changes in the system voltage profile due to changes in power injection 

cannot follow the aforementioned analysis, since the injected power flows to the slack bus through 

different routes. Instead, all of the DCDS should be studied as a single system, shown in Figure 

3.3(a), which can be mathematically represented via a state space model:  

�	 = 	U	⨂	YU (3.12) 

where 

� = [�Æ �M … �Z]¢ (3.13) 

U = [VÆ VM … VZ]¢ (3.14) 

Y is the bus admittance matrix of the system. ⨂ is Hadamard product operator, i.e., a point-to-point 

matrix multiplication. In incremental form, the power flow equation can be represented using the 

Jacobin representation: 

∆�	 = @20 	∆U (3.15) 

with: 

	= ≈	

 

Figure 3.3: Meshed DCDS representation: (a) initial condition, and (b) incremental power flow 
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@20 =
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⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
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È®ÆÈÊZ ·̧
¸̧
¸̧
¸̧
¸̧
¹̧

 (3.16) 

The terms of the Jacobian matrix (JÌÍ = ÎÏÎÐ) are not constants and depend on the system voltages. 

However, since the system voltage profile is kept around unity, changes in the Jacobian matrix will be 

negligible [10]. Considering a flat voltage profile around 1 p.u., the Jacobian matrix can be 

approximated by the bus admittance matrix in p.u. values, i.e.  JÌÍ 	≈ Y. This result was implicitly 

discussed in [35] and lines up with our previous assumption in (3.1). Since bus zero is a stiff bus in 

the system, its voltage is constant disregarding any change in the injected power, i.e. ∆	v(Æ) = 0. The 

first column and row vectors in (3.12) can therefore be eliminated by reconsidering the configuration 

in Figure 3.3 (b): 

∆�K 	= YK	∆UK (3.17) 

with: 

∆�K = [∆�M ∆�� … ∆�Z]¢ (3.18) 

∆UK = [∆VM ∆V� … ∆VZ]¢ (3.16) 

where YK is the reduced bus admittance matrix for the system in Figure 3.3 (b).Thus, the estimation of 

voltage profile change due to changes in the injected power can be inferred as  

∆UK 	= !	∆�K (3.20) 

where ! = YK	LM is the bus resistance matrix for the system. In general, the admittance matrix for 

distribution systems is sparse, so obtaining ! via its inversion is not recommended.  Instead, the R 

matrix for DCDS can be directly formulated via the typical methodology  of the impedance matrix in 

ACDS [57]. It is noteworthy that (3.20) is valid also for radial DCDS. However, the entries of the 

matrix R will exactly match the ones obtained previously in (3.10).  
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3.3 First Stage of the Proposed Voltage Control Sch eme 

Appropriate decisions in control agents cannot be taken without proper knowledge of the current state 

of the network. Hence, real-time measurements and communication links must be provided for proper 

state estimation and decision making. In this work, a distributed multi-agent control schemes with 

two-way communication is proposed to mitigate the voltage regulation challenges in DCDS. Three 

categories of control agents with different functionalities are considered in the proposed control 

scheme: an ac/dc converter control agent, DG control agents, and end-feeders control agents (for 

radial systems only). The communication network is divided into sub-networks, where each gathers a 

group of DG units that have mutual power/voltage effect. For example, a group of DG units may 

share the same feeder in a radial system, or a group of DG units may have a highly mutual 

power/voltage effect (based on the decomposition concept introduced in [27]) in meshed systems. 

The proposed control scheme consists of two sequential stages. In this section, the first stage of the 

proposed control scheme is presented. 

 First, the end-feeders and DG control agents operate cooperatively to estimate the voltage profile 

along the feeder(s). The cooperation aims to provide the ac/dc converter control agent with the 

current state of the minimum and maximum voltages in each feeder, which is considered as adequate 

knowledge for appropriate ac/dc converter decision-making. To that end, the end-feeder control agent 

measures its own voltage and current and supplies these values to its upstream DG control agent. The 

DG control agents exchange information with other neighboring DG units regarding the DG voltages 

and their contribution in the feeder global minimum calculation. 

 In order to estimate the global minimum of a certain feeder, the feeder is divided into a set of 

segments, where two DG units bound each segment. Each DG can estimate the minimum voltage of 

the segment between itself and the downstream DG, based on the two DG voltages and DG currents 

flowing into the segment [33]. The DG compares the calculated minimum voltage of the segment and 

the received minimum voltage over all the downstream segments, and then it can update the global 

minimum and send it to its upstream DG. The ac/dc converter control agent measures its local voltage 

and receives different maximum and minimum voltages points from the different feeders. It then 

determines the global minimum and maximum voltage in the system overall and takes corrective 

action to regulate the system voltage, as follows: 

V(Æ)$%l =	V(Æ)4R2 	+ ÓV$4F −	VF/G + VFE$2 Ô (3.21) 
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where v(Æ)ÄÕÖ, v(Æ)×ØÌ are the new and old output voltages of the ac/dc converter, and v�ÙÚ, v��Ä are 

the global maximum and minimum voltages over the distribution network. 

3.4 Second Stage of the Proposed Voltage Control Sc heme 

The distributed state estimation scheme described in the previous section provides the ac/dc converter 

with appropriate information to regulate the voltage on its own, without contributing actions from the 

DG units. Yet, in some operating conditions, the ac/dc converter control agent might face the problem 

of an infeasible solution (i.e., a problem in which the difference between the actual system maximum 

and minimum voltages exceeds the difference between the specified system maximum and minimum 

voltages). In such operating conditions, the ac/dc converter control agent fails to regulate the voltage 

properly and it thus has to work as initiator and send a request message for all DG control agents to 

activate the second stage of the proposed algorithm. Since DG units cause an over voltages in their 

feeders, the participation of DG units will be through active power curtailment when stage two is 

activated. The option of power curtailment seems to be very appealing, and  hence it has the potential 

to significantly increase the energy sourced from renewable generation, compared to keeping 

conservative with throttling planning constraints [29], [58]. In addition, curtailment can be simply 

implemented for both dispatchable and non-dispatchable (i.e., renewable) DG units via minor changes 

in the DG converter control logic [28], [59]. In this work, it is assumed that all installed DG control 

units have active power curtailment functionality.  

 In this section, a distributed multi-agent voltage control scheme is proposed for DG control agents 

in order to assist the ac/dc converter control agent if the latter cannot solely keep the voltage at all 

system buses within their specified limits. Details of the proposed control scheme are explained in the 

following subsections.  

		ÛÜ+ÝÜ  

	ÛÜÜ+Ý		ÛÜ−ÝÜ

ÛÜÜ−Ý	
 

Figure 3.4: Proposed communication network (graph). 
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3.4.1 Problem Formulation 

Under the smart-grid context, DG units will be actively sharing voltage control. Various strategies 

incorporating DG active power control have been proposed for ACDS [28], [30]. Nevertheless, 

careful consideration should be given to the participation of DG units in the voltage regulation of 

DCDS. In the following subsections, two multi-agent schemes for power management are discussed 

in order to maintain the system voltage within the permissible limits in DCDS. The first scheme is the 

equal power curtailment, which is realized via an average consensus-based algorithm. The second 

scheme is the maximum revenue, according to which the DG units cooperatively allocate the 

combination of their output power that results in the maximum net revenue for the dc network 

without violating the system voltage bounds. This algorithm is implemented through a distributed 

Lagrangian primal-dual subgradient, which is an efficient algorithm for obtaining the global optimal 

solution in a multi-agent framework for such a convex problem. 

3.4.1.1 Equal Power Curtailment Scheme 

In this section, a consensus-based algorithm is proposed to enable different DG units to work under 

the same curtailment ratio in the presence of a voltage violation that cannot be mitigated using the 

ac/dc converter control agent. In order to enable each DG unit to locally estimate the curtailment ratio 

of all units, two auxiliary variables have to be exchanged between the DG units in the neighborhood 

through a communication network presented in Figure 3.4: Γß, representing the average output power, 

and Γß, representing the average maximum power as estimated by DG j. The data propagation among 

the DG agents can be detected by assuming the initial values of the auxiliary variables, as follows: 

u�[0] = �� (3.22a) 

v�[0] = ��F/G (3.22b) 

where pß is the DG output power in the current state and pß�ÙÚ	 is the DG capacity. Each DG then 

updates its Γß, Ψß based on the exchanged information with its neighbor DG units as: 

u�[1] = � cE�E∈á:âãä∪{�}
	uE[0] (3.23a) 

v�[1] = � cE�E∈á:âãä∪{�}
	vE[0] (3.23b) 
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In order to the illustrate the change of Γ	ß, Ψß through several iterations, vectors Γ	 and Ψ are defined 

to aggregate all DG units in a strong connected graph assumed as illustrated in section 2.3.2:  

u[1] = [uM[1]	u�[1]…	uZI[1]]¢ (3.24a) 

v[1] = [vM[1]	v�[1]…	vZI[1]]¢ (3.24b) 

Thus, (18) can be rewritten in a compact form as: 

u[1] = c	u[0] (3.25a) 

v[1] = c	v[0] (3.25b) 

After k iterations, Γ[k],	Ψ[k] can be represented in terms of the initial vectors Γ[0],	Ψ[0], 
respectively, as  

u[*] = c¨ 	u[0] (3.26a) 

v[*] = c¨ 	v[0] (3.26b) 

From section 2.3.2 , we could recall that å�¨→�c¨ converges to a rank-one deterministic matrix 

(
MZ[ 	"), where HI is the number of operating DG units and e	 is an HI ×HI matrix with all elements 

being ones, thus limç→� Γ[k] and limç→�Ψ[k] converges to the average DG output power and 

capacity, respectively. Let us define Λß as a function of Γß, Ψß, as follows: 

é�[*] 		= 	 u�[*]	v�[*]	v�[0] (3.27) 

If the number of iterations k is very large, the following relation can be inferred  

å�¨→�é�[*] 	= 	 ∑ �EZ[E®M∑ �EF/G		Z[E®M
��F/G (3.28) 

Hence, Λß represents the locally estimated DG output power of the DG j to match an overall 

curtailment ratio with the other DG units. In order to consider the equal curtailment sharing and the 

system voltage limits, the following algorithm could be adopted by each DG agent at arbitrary 

iteration k:  

1. Starting with the auxiliary variables as stated in (3.22). 

2. Updating the auxiliary variables: 
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u�[*] = � cE�E∈á:âãä∪{�}
	uE[*] (3.31) 

v�[*] = � cE�E∈á:âãä∪{�}
	vE[*] (3.32) 

3. Calculating the estimated output power to satisfy the equal curtailment condition: 

é�[*] 		= 	 u�[*]	v�[*]	��F/G (3.33) 

4. Updating the DG output power, as follows: 

��[* + 1] = 		é�[*] + 1HI	!$,� À	V5%3F/G − 	V$[*]Á	 (3.34) 

where vëÕì�ÙÚ is the upper limit of permissible voltage level,		vÄ[k] is the highest DG voltage within a 

sub-network, RÄ,ß is the sensitivity constant that relates the change in DG power at bus j with change 

of voltages at bus n, as discussed in (3.10), (3.20). According to (3.34), each DG modifies its output 

power based on two main terms. The first term (Λß[k]	)	is to keep all DG units operating under the 

same curtailment ratio, whereas the second term, 
M��	îï,ð ÀvëÕì�ÙÚ − 	vÄ[k]Á, is an excitation term by 

which the DG units update their output powers to maintain the DG voltages not violating vëÕì�ÙÚ. The 

iterative application of the aforementioned sequence, i.e., (3.31)-(3.34), results in an equilibrium point 

defined by Λß =	pß and 	vÄ	 = vëÕì�ÙÚ. Thus, all DG units will keep operating at the same curtailment 

ratio without any voltage violation. 

3.4.1.2 Maximizing Revenue Scheme 

In this strategy, a group of DG units within a sub-network cooperates together in order to determine 

their optimal powers for achieving maximum revenue without violating the voltage limits at any of 

the DG buses. The net revenue (#$%&) of a DG j can be defined in terms of the revenue (#) and the 

operating cost (OC), as follows: 

#�$%&À��Á = #�À��Á − ���À��Á	 (3.35) 

Thus, the optimization problem can be formulated as  
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��� 	� 		H!�À��Á�∈D
 (3.36) 

subjected to: 

	��FE$ ≤ ��	 ≤	��F/G																							∀	� ∈ 6	 (3.37) 

V5%3FE$ ≤ V� ≤	V5%3F/G																								∀	� ∈ 6 (3.38) 

Since the functionality of the ac/dc converter is to keep the maximum and minimum voltages of the 

system even around the reference value, it will be sufficient to check that the DG voltages (the 

maximum voltage points) are not exceeding the maximum limit. Further, the change in DG voltage is 

a function in the DG output power, and thus (3.38) can be replaced with: 

�!�,EE∈D
∆�E ≤ V5%3F/G − V�													∀	� ∈ 6 (3.39) 

In general, the #$%& of DG operation can be simplified into quadratic and linear equations for 

dispatchable and renewable DG units, respectively [60]. The aforementioned maximization problem, 

defined by (3.35)-(3.39), consists of a quadratic objective function with negative quadratic 

coefficients and affine inequalities; it can be classified as a convex optimization problem [61]. This 

convex problem is, in the present work, converted into a standard distributed multi-agent optimization 

problem using a DLPDS algorithm [17]. Each DG unit will be responsible for solving its optimization 

problem in order to maximize its revenue, based on its private and global constraints defined in 

(3.37), (3.39), respectively. According to DLPDS, the DG Lagrangian function will include the DG 

objective and the global constraints only, as follows:  

��(�, o) = 	−H!�(��) + o�¢�À��Á	 (3.40) 

where o is a vector of a Lagrangian multiplier, and 	g(P) is a vector corresponding to the global 

constraints as stated in (3.39). In order to obtain the global optimal solution, the following algorithm 

could be adopted by each DG agent at arbitrary iteration k. First, each DG agent exchanges the primal 

and dual variables (P, μ) with its neighbors:ò 

V��(*) = 	 � cE��E(*)
E∈á:âãä∪{�}

 
(3.41) 
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V��(*) = 	 � cE�	oE(*)E∈á:âãä∪{�}
 

(3.42) 

Then, the gradient of the change in primal and dual variables can be calculated as 

���(*) = ¦��À�, V��Á¦� 	 (3.43) 

���(*) = ¦��ÀV��, oÁ¦o  (3.44) 

Finally, each DG agent updates its primal and dual parameters, as follows:   

��(* + 1) = �� �âóV5�(*) − ð(*)���(*)ô (3.45) 

o�(* + 1) = �� �âóV��(*) + ð(*)���(*)ô (3.46) 

where ProÏ, Pro� are the projection operators of the DG output powers and Lagrangian multipliers, 

respectively. ð(k) is a diminishing step-size that satisfies ð(k) > 0 for any step k, ∑ ð(k)©�ç®M = +∞, 

and ∑ ð(k)�©�ç®M < +∞. In order to meet this condition, the step-size can be assigned as ð(k) = Mç 
[62]. In (3.45), each DG agent projects the output of the optimization iteration onto its private 

constraints of the power generation limits (3.37), which is not considered in the agent Lagriangian 

function (3.40). Similarly in (3.46), the DG agents project the dual parameters onto the nonnegative 

real numbers, i.e., oß ≥ 0	, which is the default domain of the dual parameters.  

 The overall exchange of data is demonstrated in Figure 3.5 that presents DG2 placed with two 

other DG units (DG1 upstream and DG3 downstream) in a single feeder. As depicted, DG2 

exchanges the voltage values of the DG buses with the other DG units. DG2 also receives the 

upstream current at DG3 in order to estimate the local minimum voltage value between DG2 and 

DG3. Thus, DG2 compares the estimated local minimum with the received downstream global 

minimum and updates the latter if required. In addition, different DG units would have to exchange 

the auxiliary variables, i.e., (Γ	, Ψ) or (P, o), required to carry out the DG power management control 

schemes if necessary. 
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3.5 Simulation Results 

The proposed multi-agent control schemes have been implemented in a MATLAB environment. 

Several simulation studies for different DCDS topologies have been carried out and tested to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control schemes. A study period of 24 hours has been 

selected to test the  continuous response of the proposed control scheme; the data for loads, PV and 

wind power profiles are provided in [12], [63] and illustrated in Appendix A.  

3.5.1 Radial Test Network 

The proposed control scheme is tested on the multi-feeder low voltage dc test system shown in Figure 

3.6, [64], [65]. The data for the test system are similar to those of the ac system presented in [25], 

illustrated in Appendix A. Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference. demonstrates the data of the 

generation and load in the test system. The system base voltage and power are 400V and 400KW, 

respectively. The revenue obtained due to the operation of each DG unit is calculated based on the 

DG type and its output power according to the microFIT price schedule applied in Ontario, Canada 

Ψ 

Γ �	ò 

. 

Figure 3.5: The data flow between DG2 and its neighbors for different control strategies: (a) the equal 

curtailment, and (b) the maximizing revenue 
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[66], while the operation cost of dispatchable units (DUs) is calculated using the following quadratic 

function [60]: 

��E(�E) = 8.7657	 + 0.0656	�E + 0.0004	�E� (3.47) 

 Since the system consists of four feeders, the communication layout is divided into four different 

sub-networks (i.e., each feeder is represented as a sub-network). In order to fulfill the communication 

network requirements, (2.1) is adopted to create the adjacency matrix. Consider feeder#2, for 

instance, in which there are three DG units representing three vertices: = = {=M, =�, =Ç}. The set of 

directed edges in that graph is ℰ = {(=M, =�), (=�, =M), (=�, =Ç), (=Ç, =�)}, in which the agents are 

connected with the adjacency matrix, defined as: 

c = ú2/3 1/3 01/3 1/3 1/30 1/3 2/3ý (3.48) 

	= ≈	

 

Figure 3.6: Four feeders test system 

Table 3.1: DG data for case study 1 

Feeder # 

Generation profile Load profile 

Location Type Rating [p.u.] Type 
Total Peak 

[p.u.] 

1 4,8 wind, wind 0.2,0.05 Com. 0.4 

2 3,6,9 PV, DU*, DU 0.2,0.1,0.1 Res. 0.5 

3 3,6 DU, Wind 0.2,0.1 Com. 0.3 

4 5,8 PV, Wind 0.05,0.05 Res. 0.45 
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Four different types of control structures have been applied to illustrate the effectiveness of the 

proposed approach. In the first control structure, the ac/dc converter output voltage is set locally to a 

fixed value in all operating conditions. In the second control scheme, the ac/dc converter output 

voltage is controlled according to the first stage of the proposed control scheme. It is assumed, in the 

first and second control structures, that active power curtailment is not allowed. The third control 

structure is the same as the second control structure, but the second stage of the proposed control 
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Figure 3.7: The system voltage profile according to different control schemes in the radial test system 
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Figure 3.8: Total DG output power according to different control schemes in the radial test system 
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schemes (i.e., the proposed active power curtailment strategies) are activated when needed. A 

decentralized (local) control is applied in the fourth control structure for both the ac/dc converter 

output voltage and active power curtailment simultaneously. In this type of control, the output voltage 

of the ac/dc converter is kept fixed, similar to the first control structure, and the DG units react  

according to the local voltage measurement. Based on this, the DG units have to curtail the output 

power until the local voltage equals the maximum permissible limit. Such a control scheme has been 

previously proposed for single-feeder ac distribution networks [28] and for small-scale DCDS [31].  

 Figure 3.7 shows the system minimum and maximum voltage for the period under study when the 

four control structures are applied. As shown in the figure, when the ac/dc converter output voltage is 

fixed and without any control over the DG output power, the system voltage constraints are 

frequently violated with high deviation in the system voltage beyond the permissible limits. The 

maximum and minimum system voltages approached 1.08 and 0.9 p.u., respectively. By the 

application of the first stage only of the proposed control scheme, appropriate control of the ac/dc 

output voltage drives the system voltage extremes – maximum and minimum values – to a 

symmetrical state of operation around the unity voltage. Therefore, it has a significant effect on 

reducing the fluctuation of the voltage profile and the deviation in the system voltage beyond the 

permissible limits (maximum recorded voltage is 1.065 p.u., while the minimum recorded voltage is 

0.935 p.u.). Figure 3.7 also show that the proposed power management strategies restrict the system 

voltage to its permissible limits throughout the day (i.e., the maximum voltage is restricted to 1.05 

p.u. and the minimum voltage to 0.95 p.u.). This occurs simultaneously due to the even voltage 

profile obtained by the first control stage. It is noteworthy that both equal curtailment and maximum 

revenue control schemes will result in the same voltage profile for the system around the day, since 

both strategies adopt the same first stage of voltage control via the ac/dc converter in normal 

conditions. In the presence of voltage violation, both strategies deal with the voltage limits as binding 

constraints, i.e., the system maximum   and minimum voltages will be confined at the maximum and 

minimum permissible limits, respectively. Further, as shown in the figure, decentralized active power 

curtailment is also capable of maintaining the voltage profile within the specified limits. The 

symmetry in the voltage profile is absent in this control scheme, as there is no control over the ac/dc 

converter.  

 The aforementioned discussion showed that both the proposed control schemes and the 

decentralized control structure are capable of maintaining the system voltages within their permissible 
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level. However, the maximum power injected, which indicates the welfare and investors’ satisfaction 

, is another essential aspect that needs further investigation for each scheme. Figure 3.8 shows the 

total output power of the DG units when the decentralized, equal curtailment, and maximum revenue 

control schemes are applied. As depicted in the figure, the total output power of the DG units is the 

lowest in the case of the decentralized approach, due to the output voltage inflexibility of the ac/dc 

converter. Both equal curtailment and maximum revenue have significantly higher capabilities to 

harvest more DG output power, with the difference of the injected DG power approaching 0.45 p.u. at 

4:45 AM. The variances in the output power of the two proposed algorithms stem from their different 

objectives. In order to investigate this point, the system profile at 10:20 AM is studied as an example. 

At this instant, buses 6 and 9 at feeder #2 undergo overvoltage and bus 9 at feeder#4 undergoes 

undervoltage, without controlling the DG output powers.  
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Figure 3.9: Four feeders test system Performance of the equal curtailment algorithm on radial system: (a) DG 

output power; and (b) DG voltage 
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Figure 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate DG output (power and voltage) during the activation of the equal 

curtailment and maximum revenue control schemes, respectively. The equal curtailment algorithm 

successfully regulates the system voltage and achieves the equal curtailment ratio among the DG 

units, regardless of their types and locations within 13 iterations. Similarly, the maximum revenue 

scheme confines the maximum voltage at the maximum permissible value (1.05 V) and achieves the 

global maximum revenue of the DG units within 17 iterations. In order to verify this claim, the output 

of the algorithm is compared with the solution offered by the general algebraic modeling 

system (GAMS®) software, as illustrated in Table 3.2. In the maximum revenue scheme, the 

dispatchable unit installed at bus 9 is subjected to higher power curtailment compared to the lower 

stream one because it is more sensitive to the maximum voltage nodes. In addition, since the PV unit 

is installed at a lower stream in the feeder and has higher revenue, it is not subjected to curtailment.  
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Figure 3.10: Four feeders test system Performance of the maximum revenue algorithm on radial system: (a) 

DG output power, and (b) DG voltage 
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3.5.2 Meshed Test Network  

In order to test the proposed algorithms in meshed networks, the 18-bus meshed DCDS illustrated in 

Figure 3.11 is considered in this study. The system loading is assumed residential, with a total loading 

of 0.9 p.u. For simplicity, the load distribution is considered uniform [25], [28]. Two dispatchable DG 

Table 3.2: Validation Results for Maximum Revenue Algorithm 

Output  DLPDS GAMS 

DG at bus 3 (p.u.) 0.1689 0.1689 

DG at bus 6 (p.u.) 0.0649 0.0643 

DG at bus 9 (p.u.) 0.0487 0.0495 

Total revenue ($/hr) 45.872 45.911 

 

	= ≈	
 

Figure 3.11: Meshed test system 
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Figure 3.12: The system voltage profile according to different control schemes in the meshed test system  
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units sized 0.2 and 0.4 p.u. are installed at buses 3 and 11, respectively. As well, two PV units sized 

0.4 and 0.2 p.u. are installed at buses 7 and 14, respectively.  

 Similarly, the aforementioned four types of control schemes are applied in the test system. Figure 

3.12 presents the minimum and maximum of the system voltage over 24 hours for the different 

control schemes. As shown in the figure, when the ac/dc converter output voltage is fixed and the 

active power curtailment  is not allowed, the system maximum voltage undergoes high values 

(approaching 1.11 p.u.) beyond the permissible upper limit. When the ac/dc output voltage is 

controlled using the first stage of the proposed algorithm, the system maximum and minimum 

voltages appear in a symmetrical shape around the nominal system voltage (i.e., unity). The system 

voltage, however, still violates the permissible limits almost around noon. The implementation of 

either the proposed control strategies or the decentralized control scheme restricts the system voltage 

to its permissible limits all over the day. Only the proposed control schemes illustrate the coincidence 

of the maximum and minimum voltages at the same time in order to enable higher injection of the DG 

power. This is depicted in Figure 3.13, which presents the total power injection of the DG units under 

different control schemes – namely, decentralized, equal curtailment, and maximum revenue. Both 

proposed control algorithms outperform the decentralized approach in terms of the total power 

injection of the DG units. The figure shows that, in this case, the maximum    revenue has a higher 

capability in injecting DG power than the equal curtailment scheme study.  
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Figure 3.13: The total DG output power according to different control schemes in the meshed test system 
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 In order to illustrate the performance of the equal curtailment and maximum revenue algorithms, 

the system states are observed at 12:10 PM. In this instant, the PV output=100% and the loading 

ratio=40%. This will lead to violations in the voltage constraints, as demonstrated previously in 

Figure 3.12. The activation of the equal curtailment and the maximum revenue schemes is illustrated 

in Figure 3.14 and 3.15, respectively. Both algorithms successfully regulate the system voltage and 

achieve the control objectives within 12 and 20 steps for the equal curtailment and the maximum 

revenue schemes, respectively. Unlike the equal curtailment scheme, a higher curtailment ratio is 

applied at the dispatchable DG unit at node 11 rather than the application of the same curtailment 

ratio over all DG units. Since the aforementioned DG has higher sensitivity to the maximum voltage 

at nodes 7 and 11. At the same time, the dispatchable DG unit presents less net revenue compared 
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Figure 3.14: Performance of the equal curtailment algorithm on meshed test system: (a) DG output power, 

and (b) system voltage 
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with the PV installed at node 7. In addition, the voltage at node 11 is more sensitive to the change in 

the output power of the dispatchable unit installed at the same bus, compared to the one installed at 

node 3.  

3.6 Discussion 

This chapter has proposed a distributed multi-agent control scheme to mitigate the problem of voltage 

regulation in future dc distribution systems. The proposed scheme consists of two main stages. In the 

first stage, a distributed state estimation algorithm is implemented to provide the ac/dc converter with 

the required information for the voltage profile in the downstream dc network to make an appropriate 

decision. The second stage is a complementary stage activated when the ac/dc converter fails to 

individually provide appropriate voltage regulation. Two control strategies have been developed in 
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Figure 3.15: Performance of the maximum revenue algorithm on meshed test system: (a) DG output power, 

and (b) system voltage 
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this work to determine the contribution of the different DG units in mitigating the problem of voltage 

regulation in the second stage. Several case studies for various topologies of dc networks were 

performed to test the effectiveness, robustness and convergence characteristics of the proposed multi-

agent control scheme. The simulation results demonstrated that the control scheme proposed has 

appropriate convergence characteristics and are efficient in mitigating the problem of voltage 

regulation in dc distribution networks. 
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Chapter 4 

Multi-Agent Supervisory Control for Power Managemen t in DC 

Microgrids 

4.1 Introduction 

 

 

In chapter 3, different distributed power management schemes were proposed to manage the DG 

output power in dc microgrids operating in connected mode. Although the DG units could inject their 

maximum output power, since the main grid manipulates any difference between the microgrid 

generation and load, the high penetration of DG resources may deteriorate the system voltage profile 

due to its coupling with DG active powers. In islanded mode of operation, DG units are the main 

source of electrical power, since there in no main substain, and thus play more vital role within the dc 

microgrid. In addition to supplying the system loads, DG units are responsible for forming the 

network voltage. Therefore, an adequate power management scheme should be implemented for DG 

units in order to efficiently meet the load demands while maintaining an appropriate voltage profile. 

 In general, output DG power and voltage could be handled through equal power sharing 

algorithms which suit isolated microgrids dominated by renewable sources [34], [36], [67]. The main 

advantages of this approach are increasing life time of DG inverters, system adequacy and security. 

Based on the V/I droop characteristics, different DG units can operate to achieve power sharing. 

However, the presence of high resistance in the network links degrades sharing accuracy. Increasing 

the DG droop gain is one solution that overcomes such high resistance, yet it affects system stability 

margins and leads to high voltage deviations [26], [68]. On the other hand, economic performance is 

another important aspect of a successful isolated microgrid dominated by dispatchable nonrenewable 

sources. In that context, economic dispatch algorithms should be applied to optimize the total 

operating cost of DG units with different running costs and capacities [69], [70].  

 In this chapter, hierarchy control for dc microgrids is proposed to provide cooperative objectives 

within an isolated dc microgrid. The primary DG controller is the common V/I droop, which operates 

as an initial step toward maintaining a balance between the generation and loads. The proposed 

supervisory control is based on multi-agent algorithms that adapt the DG no-load voltage setting for 
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the achievement of either precise power sharing via a proposed distributed equal power sharing 

(DEPS) algorithm or economic dispatch via a proposed distributed equal incremental cost (DEIC) 

algorithm. Both algorithms rely on average consensus among agents and offer the further benefit of 

the potential to restore the system voltage to its nominal setting.  

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides a brief overview of the dc 

microgrid control hierarchy. In section 4.3, steady state analysis and the stability of the supervisory 

control algorithms are addressed. Details of the proposed supervisory control algorithms (DEPS and 

DEIC) are explained in section 4.4. Section 4.5 describes the verification of the effectiveness of the 

proposed algorithms through real-time case study simulations, and section 4.6 presents the 

conclusions. 

4.2 Control Hierarchy Overview 

4.2.1 Primary Control 

The primary DG controller is based on current droop control, as shown in Figure 4.1. The main 

advantage of this scheme is the ability to enhance current sharing without communication. The droop 

characteristic can be expressed as 

V = 	V∗ − �	 (4.1) 

where V∗, V, , and � are the DG no-load voltage setting, DG output voltage and current, and droop 

gain, respectively. It is noteworthy that the I-V droop characteristic is employed under the assumption 
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Figure 4.1: V/I droop control 
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of constant dc voltage node which is the input of the interfacing converter [71], [72]. This assumption 

can be realized through: 1) renewable DGs accompanied with energy storage units (Lead-Acid, 

Sodium, Zinc, Lithium-Ion, or Flow Battery), as assumed in [36]; and 2) dispatachable DGs. In the 

absence of system resistance, perfect sharing can be guaranteed. However, this is not the case in 

practical dc microgrids, in which feeder resistance is relatively high. The choice of different DG 

droop gains can compromise both perfect current sharing and system voltage regulation. Additional 

analyses of the choice of droop gain � for improving either sharing or the voltage profile are 

presented in [26], [34].  

4.2.2 Supervisory Controller  

The objectives of distributed supervisory control are to achieve precise equal power sharing (or 

economic dispatch) and to adjust the DG voltage levels for a variety of loading conditions by 

updating the no-load voltage of each DG. Without loss of generality, equal power sharing can be 

considered for equally rated DG units. For a system that includes H buses, the first HI buses are 

assumed to be equipped with DG units, and the remaining buses, from HI + 1 to H, are assigned for 

the system loads. The supervisory control should satisfy the power flow equations defined as  

���
�� � = V� �Y�,¨	V¨¨∈þ

				∀					1 ≤ 	� ≤ HI
�� = V� �Y�,¨	V¨¨∈þ

		∀					HI + 1 ≤ 	� ≤ H		 (4.2) 

�"�( �VM +⋯+ VZ[� =	V$4F (4.3) 

where �� , V� are the power and voltage at bus �, respectively; Y is the bus admittance matrix; B is a set 

of all the system buses; and V$4F is the nominal system voltage. 

 In (4.2), all DG power values are set as � in order to represent equal sharing. It should be noted 

that the set of equations defined by (4.2) cannot provide a unique solution due to the presence of H + 1 unknowns, i.e., VM, V�, … , VZ and �, and H equations. In other words, DG power sharing can 

take place at different DG voltage levels. Thus, (4.3) is introduced in order to provide a unique 

solution and to regulate the system voltage. 
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4.3  Steady-State Analyses 

The following analyses relate the required change in the DG no-load voltage with the desired change 

in the DG output voltages and currents that achieve the supervisory control objectives. In addition, the 

stability of the supervisory control loop is investigated. 

4.3.1 Droop Adjustment 

The interaction between the DG output voltages and currents can be given by 

U∗ = UI + !�I (4.4) 

� = 	Y	U (4.5) 

where U∗, UI, and �I are vectors of the DG no-load voltages, output voltages, and currents, 

respectively; R is a diagonal HI × HI matrix with element !(�, �) = �� (DGj droop gain); and � and U 

are vectors of the system currents and voltages at different buses, respectively.  

 This interaction can be represented in the following incremental form as a means of examining the 

system sensitivity: 

∆U∗ =	∆	UI + !	∆�I (4.6) 

∆� = 	Y	∆U (4.7) 

Eq. (4.7) can be written with partitioning system buses into DG buses and load buses as 

¾∆�I∆�R ¿ = 	 ¾YII YIRYRI YRR ¿	¾∆UI∆UR¿ (4.8) 

where UR 	, �R 	 are the vectors of load voltages and currents, respectively. Assuming no change in the 

load currents, i.e.,	∆�R = 0, (4.8) can be rewritten as follows: 

∆�I = Q	∆UI (4.9) 

with  

Q = YII 		− YIRYRRLM	YRI (4.10) 

where Q is a singular matrix of rank HI − 1, since ∑ ∆�II = 0, which makes the set of equations in 

(4.9) dependent. Hence, ∆UI cannot be formulated as a function of ∆�I. To convert (4.9) to an 
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independent set of equations, the average system voltage constraint, as defined by (4.3), should be 

incorporated into (4.9): 

¾∆�I0 ¿ = ¾ Q1Z[¢¿ ∆UI (4.11) 

where 1ZI is a column vector of length N] with all elements being ones. The objective of this 

constraint is to maintain a constant DG average voltage upon the reshaping of the DG output currents. 

The augmented matrix in (4.10) consists of HI + 1 equations with one dependent equation, which can 

be eliminated by multiplying the average voltage constraint by a constant ∝E and adding the resultant 

row to &È row of Q, which then becomes 

∆�I = Q2 	∆UI (4.11) 

Q2 = Q +	∝� (4.12) 

with 

∝�= (1ZI	[∝M ∝� ⋯ ∝Z]	)	¢  

where Q2 is an HI × HI non-singular matrix. The ideal case for Q2 is to be a diagonal matrix, 

resulting in decoupled agents. However, this cannot be realized in real networks. The off-diagonal 

elements of Q2 can be minimized, via ∝E, to reduce the DG coupling, as given by 

�(∝� �(Q(, �)+∝E)��ÊE
 (4.13) 

The solution of this minimization problem results is:  

∝E= −∑ Q(, �)�ÊEHI − 1 = Q(, )HI − 1 (4.14) 

In the final step, the ∆U∗ required for adjusting the DG output currents by ∆�I3%e without changing the 

average system voltage can be derived by substituting (4.11) in (4.6): 

∆U∗ = ÀQ2LM + !Á∆�I3%e	 (4.15) 

 It can be inferred from (4.15) that for a smaller system resistance (or relatively high droop gains), 

the updating of the DG no-load values ∆U∗ is governed by the droop characteristic rather than by the 

system resistance values.  
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 To restore the average system voltage by 	∆V3%e ,	each DG no-load voltage V∗ must be changed by 

the same value of ∆V3%e. Obtaining ∆U∗ as a function of ∆V3%e by substituting (4.9) in (4.6) 

demonstrates the validity of this statement: 

∆U∗ = (? + !	Q)∆UI = (? + !	Q)1Z[ 	∆V3%e (4.16) 

where ? is the identity matrix of size HI, and 1Z[ 	∆V3%e is the required change in DG output voltages 

∆UI. By definition, Q is a symmetric matrix, with 

�Q(, �)
�

= 0				∀	 ≤ 			HI  

Hence, (4.16) can be simplified as 

∆U∗ = 1Z[ 	∆V3%e	 (4.17) 

The ∆U∗	 required for adjusting the DG output voltages and currents can then be formulated as 

∆U∗ = ÀQ2LM + !Á	∆�I3%e 		+ 1Z[ 	∆V3%e	 (4.18) 

Since each DG takes action locally, ∆U∗	 should be updated based on the diagonal elements of Q2LM, 

as follows: 

∆U∗ = aQX	∆�I3%e 		+ 1Z[ 	∆V3%e	 (4.19) 

where QX = 	���ÀQ2LMÁ + !, and b is a design parameter. This relation is iteratively utilized for 

implementing the proposed distributed power management algorithms, as explained in section 2.3. 

4.3.2 Stability of the Supervisor Control Loop 

To address the stability of tracking any specific DG current reference, (4.19) can be restated for a 

supervisory control cycle (ℎ), as  

∆U∗(ℎ) = bQX 	��I3%d − �I(ℎ − 1)� 	+ 1Z[ 	�	V$4F − 1HI 1Z[¢	UI(ℎ − 1)		 (4.20) 

where �I3%d is a vector of the DG reference currents that the DG units track to fulfil the control 

objective. Based on (4.16), the change in the DG voltages from iteration (ℎ − 1) to iteration (h) after 

implementing ∆U∗(ℎ) can be represented as 
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UI(ℎ) − UI(ℎ − 1) 	= (? + !		Q)LM∆U∗(ℎ)	 (4.21) 

Substituting from (4.9) and (4.20) into (4.21) and rearranging the terms of the equation yields 

UI(ℎ) = 
	UI(ℎ − 1) + .	�I3%e 	+ �	V$4F	 (4.22) 

with 


 = ? − (? + !		Q)LM �aQXQ + 1HI 	"	� 

. = 	a(? + !		Q)LMQX 
� = (? + !		Q)LM1Z[ 

 

where e	is a HI × HI matrix with all elements equal to one.  

 Eq. (4.22) represents a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) digital system. A condition necessary for 

ensuring the stability of the supervisory MIMO system is that all eigenvalues of the matrix (
) be 

inside the unit circle. To fulfill this condition,	b can be chosen such that  

0 < b < bÍ =	minß �2	Re{σß}σß� �  

where '�	is the �&È nonzero eigenvalue of the matrix ((? + !		Q)LMQXQ). In general, dc loads in 

distribution systems can be modelled as constant resistance, constant current, constant power loads 

(CPL), or any mix of these three types [73]. The proposed algorithms neglect the changes in the load 

currents ∆R	with respect to the changes in the DG currents ∆I	 under the same change in the system 

voltage ∆V, as given by (4.9). The current disturbance, i.e., ∆R	, is around 5% of ∆I	 under the same 

change ∆V, as illustrated in Appendix B. This assumption does not limit the application of the 

proposed algorithms in case of CPL and constant resistance loads; since the proposed algorithms 

implement integral actions, governed by (4.20) and (4.21), that are always triggered until achieving 

the control objectives while rejecting the current disturbances. 

4.4 Proposed Multi-agent Supervisory Control Algori thms 

The proposed supervisory algorithms have been defined based on a distributed control approach: DG 

units are considered as control agents that exchange information iteratively. As illustrated in Figure 

4.2, the proposed multi-agent supervisory algorithm consists of three stages: I) DG data exchange, II) 
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DG no-load voltage update, and III) waiting for the DG voltage settlement. In first stage, the proposed 

supervisory control relies on average consensus algorithms, as stated in section 2.3, wherein all DG 

units share the average values they have estimated for a specific variable. Accordingly, each DG 

could locally adapt its no-load voltage V∗ in order to achieve either equal power sharing via the DEPS 

algorithm or economic dispatch via DEIC. These two power management algorithms are described in 

details hereunder. Finally, DG units must halt for a waiting time ∆TCD that is essential for reaching 

steady state operating points, thereby avoiding data exchange during transients, which may lead to 

inappropriate decisions. ∆TCD should be greater than the settling time of the DG primary control, 

which can be calculated based on DG transfer function analyses. 

4.4.1 Proposed DEPS Algorithm 

To operate in an equal power sharing mode, each agent must share a set of variables μ, Γ,	and Ψ with 

its neighbors. The initial value of each parameter is defined as follows:  

ϰ;[0] = �;u;[0] = �;3v;[0] = V; (4.23) 

where �;, �;3, and V; are the output and rated powers, and the voltage of DG�, respectively. 

These initial values are shared between neighboring agents and then updated based on (2.2) as 

illustrated earlier in section 2.3.2. The DG required power �;3%e can be estimated as 

∆Ü����	 	∆²���
 

∆²∗ 
∆� 

 

Figure 4.2: Supervisory control cycle 
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�;3%e = å�¨→�
ϰ;[*]u;[*] 		u;[0] 	= 	 ∑ �&Z[&®M∑ �&3	Z[&®M

 (4.24) 

and the average system voltage Vhmh can also be estimated as 

Vhmh = å�¨→�v;[*] = 	∑ V&Z[&®MHI  (4.25) 

The changes in the DG output current and voltage required for an effective solution of (4.24) and for 

restoring the average system voltage can be calculated by 

∆;3%e = ∆	�;3%e	V; + kV3%e	 (4.26) 

kV3%e = V$4F − Vhmh (4.27) 

where ∆	�;3%e = �;3%e − �;. 

 The last step in implementing these changes ,i.e., ∆;3%e and 	kV3%e,. to update the DG no-load 

voltages by substituting into (4.19). 

 It is noteworthy that the purpose of (4.27) is to minimize the sum of squared voltage deviations 

around the nominal value, i.e., �(�p��� ∑ (V; + V3%e − V$4F)�; , which is the typical voltage 

regulation objective in ac distribution networks [25]. In order to consider the system upper and lower 

voltage bounds (V5%3FE$,	V5%3F/G), additional variables (VFE$, VF/G) should be defined at each agent to 

represent the global upper and lower voltages of the system. Initially each agent could estimate those 

variables based on its measurement and then updated their values during the data exchange with its 

neighbors as discussed in [33]. Finally, ∆V3%e that considers the system upper and lower voltage 

limits can be given as 

kV3%e = V5%3F/G − VF/G		�			V;55 + V$4F − Vhmh > V5%3F/G
V5%3FE$ − VFE$		�			VR4l + V$4F − Vhmh < V5%3FE$
	V$4F − Vhmh																																									 ~ℎ"�ji"  (4.28) 

 On the other hand, the proposed algorithm is flexible, i.e., can regulate the system voltage at its 

lower, nominal, and upper voltage levels according to the operator preference. For instance, V$4F in 

(4.27) can be replaced by the V5%3FE$ or V5%3F/G to regulate the system voltage at its lower or upper 

bounds, respectively. When regulating the system voltage at the upper voltage bound, the system 
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losses and operational cost will be slightly decreased. However, this approach will reduce the system 

security because the system may violate the standard upper voltage bound with a sudden load 

reduction. Therefore, it may lead to faster equipment aging due to the higher electrical stress [74]. 

Such approach is avoided in the presented work. 

4.4.2 Proposed DEIC Algorithm 

The typical economic dispatch problem can be defined as 

�(���;(�;);∈D
 (4.29a) 

subject to the following:  

A generation and loading equality constraint: 

��;;∈D
=	��22∈g

+ �R4hh (4.29b) 

A DG minimum and maximum output power constraint:  

�;FE$ ≤ �; ≤ �;F/G		∀		 ∈ 6	 (4.29c) 

where 6 and � are the sets of DG and load buses, respectively. ��;,	�;FE$, and �;F/G		 are DG� 

operating cost, and DG� minimum and maximum power limits, respectively. �R4hh is the total system 

losses. 

 The DG operating costs are assumed to be quadratic, as is the common practice reported in the 

literature. The incremental cost thus becomes a linear function: 

��;(�;) = �; + �;�; +	�;	�;�	 (4.30) 

o; = �; + 2	�;	�; (4.31) 

where o; is the incremental cost for DG�. It is noteworthy that when system losses are included in the 

economic dispatch, the formulation turns into an analytically intractable problem even with simplified 

representation for the generator cost functions[75], [76]. Without considering the system loss, 

problem (4.29) would be a well-known economic dispatch problem [77]. Since it becomes a quadratic 

convex problem, it has a unique optimal solution that satisfies the following relation: 
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o; = o∗													�				�;FE$ < �; < �;F/G
o; ≥ o∗													�																			�; = �;FE$o; ≤ o∗													�																			�; = �;F/G (4.32) 

where	λ∗ is the optimal incremental cost for DG units that are not operating at their limit.  

On the other hand, the implementation of droop characteristics implies that all DG units share the 

total system load and losses so that (4.29b) is always satisfied. The power limit constraint, as defined 

by (4.29c), is also guaranteed by the DG current control. Eq. (4.32) can be interpreted as a sufficient 

condition for a group of DG units to operate with optimal operating costs. In other words, by 

obtaining the average incremental cost (o/pI)	of all of the DG units that are not working at their limit, 

each DG can change its output power so that it operates at an incremental cost close to λÙ�]. 

 As with DEPS, DEIC must produce an average consensus of a set of variables μ, Γ,and Ψ, which 

are defined initially as follows: 

ϰ;[0] = á o;																			�																	 ∈ 	>	0																																			 ~ℎ"�ji" (4.33a) 

u;[0] = á 1																					�																	 ∈ 	>	0																																			 ~ℎ"�ji" (4.33b) 

v;[0] = V; (4.33c) 

where ρ is a set of DG units that operate within their power limits; i.e., DG� ∈ ρ						if									p���Ä <
p� < p��ÙÚ. The above initial ϰ, Γ, and	Ψ values are updated based on (2.2). After sufficient iterations, 

the average incremental cost can be obtained: 

o/pI = å�¨→�
ϰ;[*]u;[*] = ∑ o&&∈"|>| 		 (4.34) 

 The average system voltage Vhmh can be estimated using (4.25), as in the proposed DEPS 

algorithm. Based on (4.34), each agent can determine the appropriate change in its output power so 

that it approaches the desired λÙ�], as follows:  

∆	�;3%e = (o/pI − o;)2	�F/G	 			 (4.35) 

where �F/G is a common constant for all DG units that satisfies  
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HIHI − 1 �F/G ≥	 �M, �M, … , �Z[ 				 (4.36) 

This condition guarantees that all DG units converge to an optimal solution. The proof of this claim is 

provided in Appendix C. In the work presented in this work, �F/G is chosen to be the largest DG 

quadratic coefficient of all of the OC functions. The changes in DG output currents and voltages 

required for guaranteeing equal incremental cost operation and for restoring the average system 

voltage can then be determined using (4.26) and (4.27). These changes can be realized through 

appropriate adjustments to all DG no-load voltages, using (4.19). 

4.5 Real-Time Simulations 

4.5.1 Load Variation 

Real-time simulations were performed in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 

consensus algorithms. A dc microgrid was modeled in an RT-LAB® simulator using a 

SimPowerSystems® blockset and an ARTEMiS® plug-in from OPAL-RT. The RT-LAB simulator 

provides parallel computation that permits the distribution of large and complex models over several 

processors for performing powerful computations with a high degree of accuracy and with low-cost 

real-time execution. The RT-LAB simulator was used to perform two main functions, the first of 

which is rapid control prototyping (RCP) realization, in which the proposed supervisory control is 

implemented to mimic actual DG supervisory controllers. RCP controllers are more flexible, easier to 

debug, and faster to implement than actual DG controllers. The second function is hardware-in-the-

loop (HIL) realization, in which the proposed supervisory controllers, implemented as RCP, are 

connected to a virtual dc microgrid executed in real time.  

 The primary advantage of the HIL realization is the validation of the proposed algorithms as 

prototype controllers, an essential stage prior to practical implementation. Figure 4.3 shows the dc 

microgrid test system (with the hierarchy control), which mimics a typical dc shipboard system [7]. 

Table 4.1 lists the DG ratings [60] with the network link parameters illustrated in Table 4.2. As 

shown in Figure 4.3, the RT-LAB simulator consists of two processors (targets), each having 12 3.33 

GHz cores dedicated to parallel computation. To achieve HIL realization, the network, DG 

converters, and DG primary controllers are implemented in target #1, using 5 cores, while the DG 

secondary controllers are implemented in Target # 2, using 4 cores that act as RCP controllers. The 
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interfacing between the targets is handled through fast I/O board. Each target has 32-analog and 64-

digital I/O channels to exchange data in real time. The targets are equipped with Red Hat LINUX 

operating system and controlled via a Windows-based host PC using a TCP/IP connection. The 

developed MATLAB/Simulink models, for the virtual network and the supervisory controllers, are 

processed using RT-LAB interfacing software, runs on the host PC. This process consists of 

distributing the model subsystems between the target processors. Then, the models are compiled to a 

C-code generation uploaded on the target hardware to be run in real time. The proposed supervisory 

controllers read the DG output voltages and currents in order to generate the DG no-load voltages that 

are utilized by the DG primary controllers. For more details about RT-LAB and HIL applications, 

readers can refer to[78]–[80].  

 Based on the analysis provided in section 4.3, b must be less than 1.65 for supervisory control 

stability to be maintained. In this study, b is selected to be 0.6 such that all eigenvalues lie on the 

positive real side of the unit circle (i.e.,	' = 	 [	0, 0.54, 0.36, 0.27]¢), which leads to an overdamped 

performance. The zero eigenvalue is affiliated with the system voltage restoration and is unaffected 
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram for the test system implemented in the RTS system 
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by b. This zero eigenvalue represents a deadbeat voltage restoration, since all of the DG units require 

one supervisory cycle in order to restore the average system voltage. In this work, the waiting time ∆TCD is considered to be 250 ms, the data exchange cycle is considered to be 10 ms [81], and the total 

update time ∆T of the supervisory control cycle is considered to be 500 ms.  

4.5.2  Load Variation 

The initial DG no-load voltages are arbitrarily assigned for DG1, DG2, DG3, and DG4 as 413, 400, 

407, and 400, respectively. Figure 4.4 illustrates the DG output powers and voltages for a variety of 

loading conditions when the DEPS is activated. At the beginning of the test, conventional droop-

based control can neither provide accurate power sharing nor regulate the average system voltage. 

When the DEPS algorithm is activated at t = 5 s, all agents start implementing Stage (I) by 

exchanging information, reaching the average consensus about the control variables, i.e., μ, Γ, and Ψ. 

Then, the no-load voltages of the DG units are updated according to (4.19), i.e. Stage II. Lastly, the 

DG units apply the solution obtained from Stage (II) and wait for ∆T'( to complete a supervisory 

Table 4.1: DG data 

DG Bus  )* +* ,* 
-*�  

(kW) (.) Droop 	
DG1 2 4.0797 0.0792 0.0005 100 0.08 

DG2 3 0.8505 0.0689 0.0009 80 0.10 

DG3 5 2.0249 0.0301 0.0011 100 0.08 

DG4 7 3.5442 0.1189 0.0003 100 0.08 

Table 4.2: System line parameters 

From To R (Ω) L (mH) 

1 2 0.02 0.045 

2 3 0.1 0.23 

4 5 0.02 0.045 

3 5 0.2 0.45 

5 6 0.05 0.11 

6 7 0.05 0.11 

7 2 0.2 0.45 
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control cycle. During ∆T the system maintains its stability because the DG units still implement droop 

characteristic. Without the integrating the droop characteristics into the proposed supervisory  

controllers, the system need fast communication, i.e. high bandwidth, to ensure balanced load and 

generation. Approximately four supervisory control cycles are required such that all DG units can 

share the total load equally according to their ratings (i.e., 66.2 % for each DG). The DEPS algorithm 

is also able to restore the average system voltage to its nominal value of 400 V within one supervisory 

control cycle, see zoomed portion of Figure 4.4 (b). This performance is consistent with the deadbeat 

voltage response derived in section 4.3. After, restoring the average system voltage, the DG voltages 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.4: Performance of the DEPS algorithm: (a) DG output power; (b) DG output voltage 
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are exponentially adapted to achieve the equal power sharing objective. This overdamped 

performance is guaranteed by the proper selection of b.  

 To test the efficiency of the DEPS algorithm under loading variability, a load decrease and a 

subsequent load increase are introduced at t =18 s and t=34 s, respectively. First, the load decrease is  

applied by reducing the loads at buses 1, 4, and 6 by 30 kW, 30 kW, and 15 kW, respectively, i.e., a 

30 % load reduction. DEPS drives the DG units to operate at equal power sharing and eliminates the 

increase in the average system voltage. The load increase is then applied by boosting the loads at 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 
 (c) 

Figure 4.5: Performance of the DEIC algorithm: (a) DG output power; (b) incremental cost; (c) DG output 

voltage 
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buses 1 and 6 by 50 kW and 30 kW, respectively. The DG1 output power has the greatest observable 

step change, at the beginning of the load increase, because it is adjacent to bus 1, which has the 

greatest load change. This case is considered dramatic for conventional droop control because it may 

result in highly unequal power sharing. However, the imprecise power sharing and the reduction in 

the average system voltage are mitigated by the DEPS algorithm. These results validate the 

robustness of the DEPS algorithm with respect to its ability to provide equal power sharing and to 

restore the average system voltage for a variety of loading conditions. DEPS also exhibits an 

overdamped performance, achievable by b, which is essential for avoiding overloading.  

 DEIC was tested by applying the same load variability employed in the DEPS validation. Figure 

4.5 illustrates the DG output powers, incremental costs, and output voltages. In the initial stage of the 

test, conventional droop control results in uneconomic power dispatch accompanied by a deviation in 

the average system voltage. DEIC asymptotically drives the DG units to operate at equal incremental 

costs. The asymptotic convergence is governed by C�ÙÚ, which is considered to be 0.0011. The 

average system voltage is also maintained at its nominal value in all cases.  

4.5.3 Response to High Resistive Network 

In case of high resistive network, the power sharing accuracy becomes worse with higher voltage 

deviations [34]. In order to illustrate the robustness of the proposed algorithms under high resistive 

networks, the resistance and inductance of the network links are doubled. The system is tested for 

DEPS and DEIC algorithms under same loading level as stated in the subsection A. Figure 4.6 (a) and 

(c) verify the capability of the algorithms to attain equal power and equal incremental cost objectives, 

respectively. Figure 4.6 (b) and (d) illustrate that the average system voltage was restored around the 

nominal voltage, for both algorithms, but with higher diversity in the voltage profile compared with 

the previous case, which is an expected result due to the increase in the network link resistance. 

4.5.4 Comparison with a Different Communication Arc hitecture 

In this subsection, the proposed DEPS is compared with the current sharing algorithm that is 

proposed in [14] and relies on common communication bus topology. Figure 4.7 (a) and (b) show the 

performance of the current sharing algorithm with 60 ms delay in the communication bus. Although 

the algorithm can successfully drive the DG units to share the load current, instability problem 

appears in the system voltage due to the communication time delay. Such a result matches the finding 

of the authors of [36]. In contrast, the proposed DEPS does not show such instability with the  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4.6: Algorithm performance in the case of high resistive network: (a)DG powers using DEPS (b)DG 

voltages using DEPS, (c) DG incremental costs using DEIC, (d) DG voltages using DEIC 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

  
(c) 

  

(d) 

Figure 4.7: Performance with additional comm. delay: (a)DG output current using algorithm in [36]; (b)DG 

output voltage using algorithm in [36]; (c) DG output power using DEPS; (d)DG output voltage using DEPS 
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 (a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

  

(d) 

Figure 4.8: DEPS algorithm with different load types: (a)DG output power for constant current loads; (b)DG 

output voltage for constant current loads; c)DG output power for constant resistance loads; (b)DG output 

voltage for constant resistance loads 
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addition of the same 60 ms attributed to the communication delay as illustrated in Figure 4.7 (c) and 

(d). The communication time delay postpones the convergence of the DEPS without affecting the 

control objectives 

4.5.5 Response to Different Load Types  

In order to investigate the performance of the proposed DEPS under different loading conditions, the 

CPL loads, illustrated in Figure 4.3, are replaced by different load types with equivalent ratings. 

Figure 4.8 demonstrates the performance of the proposed DEPS under constant current and constant 

resistance loads. The proposed algorithm can result in equal power sharing and can restore the system 

voltage under different types of loads. These results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed 

algorithm in dealing with all types of load due to the integral actions governed by (4.20) and (4.21). 

Similar results are expected to be produced when the proposed DEIC is applied for different types of 

loads, because it depends on (4.20) and (4.21) as well.  

4.6 Discussion 

In this chapter, two supervisory control algorithms have been proposed for accurate power 

management in isolated dc microgrids. The proposed algorithms apply the average consensus theory 

to stimulate the DG units to exchange and thus update their information synchronously. The DG no-

load voltages are adapted to provide equal power sharing and minimal operating costs. The proposed 

algorithms are also incorporated with DG droop-based primary controllers so that power balance is 

guaranteed, and assigning agents for the loads is unnecessary, an advantage that significantly reduces 

the number of agents required for achieving power management objectives. Supervisory control 

stability and incremental cost convergence have been proven mathematically. Real-time simulations 

using OPAL-RT have validated the practical implementation of the proposed algorithms in an HIL 

application. The results show that both algorithms provide precisely equal power sharing and minimal 

operating costs for a variety of loading conditions. The average system voltage is also maintained at 

its nominal value, an additional benefit of implementing the proposed algorithms. The simplicity of 

the new algorithms and the minimal associated implementation and communication requirements 

constitute key positive features that will facilitate practical implementation. 
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Chapter 5 

A Sequential Power Flow Algorithm for Islanded Hybr id AC/DC 

Microgrids 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapters 3 and 4 address the power management schemes and main challenges that may arise in 

operating the dc microgrids as single entity in either islanded or grid-connected modes. However, in 

addition to these operational scenarios, the evolving dc network will most probably get integrated 

with the traditional ac network through ICs, accordingly forming a new hybrid distribution paradigm. 

If this hybrid ac/dc microgrid operates in grid connected mode, the operation of dc microgrids will be 

the same as the one addressed in chapter 3. If the connection with the main substation is lost, the 

hybrid distribution system forms an islanded microgrid that can partially or totally supply the local 

loads in the ac and dc subgrids. For higher system security, such islanded microgrids are 

characterized by droop control schemes that enable overall load sharing among the installed DGs 

[32]. For the ac subgrid, the frequency and voltage are adapted to govern the output active and 

reactive powers, respectively. Similarly in the dc subgrid, the output power is controlled by adjusting 

the DG voltage. To maintain a power balance between the ac and dc subgrids, the interlinking 

converter adopts an operational criterion that relates the ac frequency to the dc voltage [46]–[48].The 

accurate behavior of such sophisticated control scheme could be revealed through an appropriate 

power flow formulation takes into consideration: 1) the absence of a slack bus, 2) the frequency 

variation in the ac subgrid, and 3) the correlation between the frequency and dc voltage [82]. 

 Accordingly, this chapter proposes a power flow for hybrid ac/dc microgrids operating in the 

islanded mode. The proposed algorithm adopts Newton-Raphson (NR) method to sequentially 

provide an accurate solution with low computational cost. Different operational modes for DGs, in 

both ac and dc subgrids, are considered with comprehensive loading models to render the algorithm 

generic. In addition, a model for the IC is proposed to permit solving the problem sequentially, 

thereby reducing the problem size in comparison with a unified one [52], [83]. The proposed 
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algorithm adapts first the common NR method to solve for islanded ac subgrid variables, including 

the frequency. Based on these variables and DG operational modes, the IC is modeled and the dc 

power flow variables are updated. The proposed algorithm has the advantage of less computational 

cost with respect to the Newton-trust region method (NTR) adopted in [49], since the latter entails 

calculation of Jacobian and Hessian matrices according to numerical bases. 

 The remainder of the work is organized as follows. Section 5.2 provides a brief overview of the 

control strategies applied in hybrid microgrids. The modeling of the ac and dc subgrids and the ICs 

are provided in sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, respectively. In section 5.6, the proposed power flow 

algorithm is explained in detail. Section 5.7 describes the validation and computational efficiency of 

the proposed algorithm via several case studies, and section 5.8 concludes the work.  

5.2 IC Operational Modes 

In general, the hybrid microgrid consists of islanded ac and dc subgrids connected by an IC, as 

illustrated in Figure 5.1. The DGs within this microgrid operate according to different control 

strategies, mainly related to the IC functionality. As reviewed in the literature, the IC can achieve one 

of the following objectives: 

a) providing a slack bus to the ac subgrid [44], in which the dc subgrid is assumed to be stiff 

because it has a higher power surplus. Thus, the ac-side DGs operate as PV/PQ buses. Any 

power mismatch in the ac subgrid, which is considered the weak system, will be 

compensated by the ac slack bus provided by the IC. To that end, the DG and storage units, 

installed in the dc subgrid, operate primarily based on P-V droop characteristics to maintain 

 

Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of a hybrid microgrid 
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a power balance for the overall hybrid system.  

b) providing a slack bus for the dc subgrid [45], [54] which is the opposite of the previous 

objective. The power capacity of the ac network is considered much higher, i.e., a stiff ac 

subgrid. The dc-side DGs are allowed to inject all the available power, while the ac-side 

DGs predominantly operate according to droop characteristics to achieve the overall 

loading and generation balance. 

c) Sharing of source power, where the normalized frequency and dc voltage are intentionally 

equalized [46], [84]. Neither the ac nor dc subgrid dominates the other, none of them is 

stiff. In this mode, the DG loading in the ac and dc subgrids is interpreted via two different 

variables: the frequency and dc voltage. By measuring these two variables, the IC adapts 

the active power transfer between the two subgrids. Due to the absence of a stiff subgrid, 

the DGs mainly implement droop characteristics to fulfill the entire load demand of the 

hybrid system.  

 Typically, the hybrid system is divided into two subgrids to solve the power flow problem, 

assuming that they are decoupled. This assumption is valid in the case of the first and second 

objectives of the IC, because the weak subgrid can be mathematically decoupled from the stiff one. In 

such a case, the power flow is solved first for the weak subgrid which comprises a slack bus provided 

by the IC. The power transfer through the IC can then be calculated. Finally, the power flow problem 

can be solved for the stiff subgrid by modeling the interlinking bus as a constant power, with the 

value calculated in the previous step. However, the ac and dc subgrids cannot be mathematically 

decoupled in the third objective. The power flow algorithm should be solved for both subgrids 

iteratively, because the frequency and dc voltage are coupled. The main novelty of this work is the 

development of a power flow algorithm that can handle the third objective provided by the IC within 

islanded hybrid microgrids.  

5.3 AC Microgrid Modeling 

For an ac subgrid consisting of a set ℐ/0 of buses, the active and reactive powers injected at any 

arbitrary bus  ∈ ℐ/0 can be calculated as  

�/0,E = U/0,E � 	U/0,�	YE� � i(nE − n� − aE�)�∈ℐ/0
 (5.1) 
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JE = U/0,E � 	U/0,�	YE� i((nE − n� − aE�)�∈ℐ/0
 (5.2) 

where �/0,E and JE are the injected active and reactive powers, U/0,E and nE are the voltage magnitude 

and angle, YE� and aE� are the Y-bus admittance matrix magnitude and angle. Unlike in stiff ac 

systems, the admittance terms are not constant since they are function on the system frequency, which 

is variable in islanded microgrids: 

YE� =	 11!E�� + ��	�E�� 
(5.3) 

aE� = 2−tanLM�	�E�!E�  (5.4) 

where !E� and �E� are the resistance and inductance between buses  and �, and � is the frequency.  

5.3.1 Load Modeling 

Different ac loads can be modeled according to their behaviors with the changes in the applied 

voltage and frequency. To consider the voltage effect, the static load model can be represented by 

�/0,gE = �/0,E4 ÀU/0,EÁ∝ (5.5) 

JgE = JE4ÀU/0,EÁ4
 (5.6) 

where �/0,E4  and JE4 are the nominal values for the active and reactive powers, respectively; and ∝ and 

_ are the active and reactive power exponents. The load model represented by (5.5) and (5.6) is 

generic and can represent the constant impedance, constant current, or constant power loads by 

assigning ∝ and _ the value of two, one, or zero, respectively. In order to incorporate the frequency 

dependency in the load model, additional factors can be added: 

�/0,gE = �/0,E4 ÀU/0,EÁ∝(1 + 55d,E	∆�) (5.7) 

JgE = JE4ÀU/0,EÁ4(1 + 5ed,E	∆�) (5.8) 

where ∆� is the deviation of the frequency, i.e. ∆� = (� − �Æ), 55d and 5ed are two constants that 

range from 0 to 2 and from −2 to 0, respectively [85]. 
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5.3.2 DG Modeling 

In islanded ac microgrids, most of the DGs implement droop characteristics to share the system 

loading, while some DGs can operate in PV or PQ mode, such as renewable-based DGs. Both PV and 

PQ modes of operation are frequency independent, and thus, their incorporation in the power flow 

formulation is straightforward. For DG units operating according to droop characteristics, as depicted 

in Figure 5.2, the steady-state model can be given by 

�/0,DE = qE(�E∗ − �) (5.9) 

JDE = rE(U/0,E∗ − U/0,E) (5.10) 

where �/0,D and JD are the DG output active and reactive powers, �∗ and U/0∗  are the no-load 

reference values for the DG output frequency and voltage, q and r are the reciprocals of the DG 

droop gains. The droop characteristic in (5.9) implies an active power feedback that renders all DGs 

operating under a common frequency value, according to which the fractional contributions of active 

power are achieved as intended. Likewise, (5.10) implies a reactive power feedback to assist the 

reactive power sharing among the DGs. The droop gains of different DGs are tuned to maintain the 

system frequency and voltage within the permissible limits: 

qE = �/0,DEF/G
�F/G − �FE$ (5.11) 

rE = JDEF/G
U/0,F/G − U/0,FE$ (5.12) 

where �/0,DF/G and JDF/G are the maximum active and reactive powers of the DG unit, �F/G and �FE$ 

	6 	,78, |%),|8∗,%),∗  	6),	,7),8, |%),| 8∗,%),∗= %), − 	9
	6),	,7), 8, |%),|8∗,%∗

= %), − 	9
	6),	,7), 8, |%),|8∗,%∗8 = 8∗ − 	 	6),: 	 

% = %∗ − 7),

8 = 8 − :
%), = %),∗ − 	7),; 	

%
8,%),

 

Figure 5.2: Steady-state model for a droop-based DG unit in the ac subgrid 
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are the maximum and minimum values for the system permissible frequency, U/0,F/G and U/0,FE$ are 

the maximum and minimum allowable voltage magnitudes.  

5.4 DC Microgrid Modeling 

The power injected at any arbitrary bus  can be given by  

�20,E = U20,E ∑ 	U20,�	6E��∈ℐ<0     ∀ ∈ ℐ20 (5.13) 

where �20,E is the injected power, U20,E is the voltage of bus , 6 is the conductance matrix , and ℐ20 is 

the set of dc buses.  

5.4.1 Load Modeling 

In dc distribution systems, different loads can be modeled as constant power, constant current, and 

constant resistance loads [73], [86]. Constant power loads are the most common type in dc 

distribution systems. dc motors, variable speed drives, and dc-dc power supplies are typical examples 

for this load category. Constant current modeling can provide more appropriate fitting for some 

motors that draw almost the same current for a wide range of input voltage. The constant resistance 

loads conform to various types of lamps, heaters, and relays. Only the constant resistance loads can be 

modeled implicitly within the system conductance matrix. Thus, an aggregated load connected at bus  can be generically modeled as 

�20,gE = �20,E4 +	U20,E	�20,E4  (5.14) 

where �20,E4  and �20,E4  are the load constant power and constant current portions, respectively. 

5.4.2 DG Modeling 

The majority of the DGs follow a droop characteristic to share the system loading, whereas some DGs 

can inject constant powers. The integration of the constant power DGs in the power flow formulation 

is similar to the constant power loads but with opposite sign. On the other hand, droop characteristics 

can be realized via two main control structures, namely, I-V and P-V, demonstrated in Figure 5.3 and 

given by 

�20,DE = `�(U20,�E∗ −	U20,E) (5.15) 

�20,DE = `X(U20,XE∗ −	U20,E) (5.16) 
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where �20,DE and �20,DE are the DG out power and current, respectively; U20,�∗  and U20,X∗  are the DG no-

load reference voltages; `� and ̀ X are the reciprocals of the droop gains for the DG output power or 

current, respectively. To enhance the sharing among the DGs within an appropriate voltage level, the 

following formula is commonly adopted for choosing the DG droop gains:  

`�,E = �20,DEF/G
U20,F/G − U20,FE$ (5.17) 

`X,E = �20,DEF/G
U20,F/G − U20,FE$ (5.18) 

 

where �20,DEF/G  and �20,DEF/G  are the maximum output power and current of the DG unit, U20,F/G and 

U20,FE$ are the maximum and minimum allowable voltage levels for the dc subgrid, respectively.  

5.5 IC Modeling 

When neither the ac or dc subgrid is stiff, the main objective of the interlinking is to coordinate the 

two subgrids in order to achieve source power sharing. The main advantages of this operational mode 

can be summarized as follows [46]:  

1) Increases  system reliability by relieving overstressed sources, thus avoiding the chance of a 

single point failure; 

2) distributes load transients among all DGs in the hybrid system, thereby keeping each 

individual DG power variation small; 

Droop characteristic
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Figure 5.3: Steady-state model for a droop-based DG unit in the dc subgrid 
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3) considerably reduces the required back-up reserve within each subgrid, by sharing source 

capacities of the hybrid system. 

 To realize the above control objective, the IC measures the frequency and dc voltage as loading 

indicators for ac and dc subgrids, respectively. Then, the active power transfer between the two 

subgrids is controlled to equalize the normalized values of the frequency and dc voltage, as depicted 

in Figure 5.4:  

�5; = U5;,E    ∀ ∈ ℐ0 (5.19) 

with, 

�5; =	� − 0.5(�F/G + �FE$)0.5(�F/G − �FE$)  (5.20) 

U5;,E =	U20,E − 0.5(U20,F/G + U20,FE$)0.5(U20,F/G − U20,FE$)  (5.21) 

where ℐ0 is the set of the ICs within the hybrid microgrid. By substituting from (5.20) and (5.21) into 

(19), the following relation can be obtained for the system frequency and dc bus voltage:  

�B	� − �C 	U20,E − �BC = 	0 (5.22) 

with, 

�B = 2(�F/G − �FE$)	
�C = 2ÀU20,F/G − U20,FE$Á 

�BC = (�F/G +�FE$)(�F/G −�FE$) −	(U20,F/G + U20,FE$)(U20,F/G − U20,FE$) 
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Figure 5.4: General steady-state model for the interlinking converter in source power sharing mode 
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In addition to source active power sharing, the IC can support the reactive power at the ac side, given 

that the flow of the active power is from the dc to ac side [46], [48]. The reactive power support can 

be controlled via a droop characteristic unless the converter capacity is attained [47]. The reactive 

power of the IC J0,�, injected at the ac-side bus � ∈ ℐ/0, can therefore be modelled as  

J0,� = =minÀr�(U/0,�∗ − U/0,�), JREF,�	Á 				�			�0,/0,� > 00																																																				 ~ℎ"�ji" 	 (5.23) 

with, 

 

JREF,�	= 1ÀQREF,E	Á� −	À�0,/0,�Á�	 (5.24) 

where �0,/0	 is the active power injected by the converter at the ac-side,	QREF	 and JØ��	 are the apparent 

and reactive power limits of the IC. To enhance the calculations accuracy, the generic power losses 

formula  for the IC is adopted in this work, [49], [87]:  

�0,R4hh,� = �Æ 	+ �M		�0,/0,� + ��		�0,/0,�� 	 (5.25) 

 

Figure 5.5: Proposed sequential power flow algorithm. 
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where �0,R4hh,� is the converter power loss, �0,/0 is the injected current at the converter ac-side, and �Æ, 

�M and �� are the quadratic function coefficients.  

5.6 AC/DC Power Flow Procedure 

The main challenge in solving the power flow of hybrid microgrids is the correlation between the ac 

and dc subgrids, which is triggered by equalizing the normalized values of the frequency and dc 

voltage.  In this work, the NR method is accommodated to solve the power flow of hybrid microgrids 

sequentially, as depicted in Figure 5.5. The algorithm starts by acquiring the system data. Then, it 

applies a per unit conversion and internal bus numbering for the dc-side of the ICs. This internal 

numbering facilitates the incorporation of multiple dc subgrids into the power flow formulation [52], 

and is achieved by assigning the dc-side buses of the ICs their own converter numbers. Then, 

according to the initial guessing for the power flow variables, the mismatch equations are evaluated in 

the hybrid system. The remainder of this section provides more details regarding the power flow 

mismatch equations and the subroutines in the proposed algorithm.  

5.6.1 AC Power Flow 

The proposed power flow formulation for the ac subgrid defines generic expressions for the power 

mismatch equations and the associated Jacobian matrix. Each bus is assumed to have a generic load 

and DG in addition to a power injection due to an IC.  The absence of any element, i.e. load, 

generation or IC, will be considered by replacing the corresponding element parameters with zeros in 

the power mismatch equations and the Jacobian matrix as well. The mismatch active and reactive 

power equations for any bus  ∈ ℐ/0 are formulated by combining (5.1, 5.2) and (5.7-5.10): 

f/0,�E = �/0,DE + �0,/0,E − �/0,gE − �/0,E (5.26) 

fGE = JDE + J0,E − JgE − JE (5.27) 

For an IC connecting buses  ∈ ℐ/0 and � ∈ ℐ20, the active power injection at the ac side is modelled 

as a constant power, imitating a dummy constant power source:  

�0,/0,E = −�0,R4hh,E − �0,20,� (5.28) 

where �0,20,� is the power injected by the IC at the dc side. The value for �0,20,� is initially assigned 

and then updated as explained in the following subsections. The reactive power of the IC J0,� is 

consider as represented in (5.23). 
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 For an ac subgrid of H/0 	buses, including the ac-side buses of the IC, the number of the power 

mismatch equations is 2	H/0. This set of equations will be solved for  2	H/0 unknowns: H/0 voltage 

magnitudes; the system frequency; and H/0 − 1 angles, since the first ac bus is chosen as a reference. 

Defining the Jacobian matrix for the ac subgrid as 

@AB =
³́́
µ́¦f/0,�¦U/0 ¦f/0,�¦� ¦f/0,�¦n¦fG¦U/0 ¦fG¦� ¦fG¦n ·̧̧

¹̧
 (5.29) 

with, 

���
��¦f/0,�E¦U/0,E	 = −∝ �/0,E4 (U/0,E)∝LMÀ1 + 55d,E	∆�Á −	U/0,EYEE cos(aEE) 		− � U/0,�	YE� cosÀnE − n� − aE�Á�∈ℐ/0¦f/0,�E¦U/0,�	 = −U/0,E	YE� cosÀnE − n� − aE�Á																																																																																														∀		� ≠ 			 (5.30) 

¦fGE¦U/0,E	 = −rE − _JE4(U/0,E)4LMÀ1 + 5ed,E 	∆�Á + U/0,E	YEE sin(aEE) − � U/0,�	YE� sinÀnE − n� − aE�Á�∈ℐ/0¦fGE¦U/0,�	 = −U/0,E	YE� 	sinÀnE − n� − aE�Á																																																																																															∀		� ≠ 				 (5.31) 

¦f/0,�E¦�	 = −qE − �/0,E4 (U/0,E)∝55d,E

+ U/0,E JU/0,E � KE��∈ℐ/0
− � U/0,�		ÀcosÀnE − n�Á KE� + sinÀnE − n�ÁLE�Á�∈{ℐ/0\E}

M 
(5.32) 

¦fGE¦�	 = −JE4(U/0,E)45ed,E

+ U/0,E J−U/0,E � LE��∈ℐ/0
+ � U/0,�		ÀcosÀnE − n�ÁLE� − sinÀnE − n�Á KE�Á�∈{ℐ/0\E}

M 
(5.33) 

���
��¦f/0,�E¦nE 		 = U/0,E 	�U/0,�	YE� sin(nE − n� − aE�)�ÊE

																	
¦f/0,�E¦n� 		 = −U/0,E	U/0,�	YE� 	sin(nE − n� − aE�)				∀		� ≠   (5.34) 
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���
��¦fGE¦nE 	 = −U/0,E�U/0,�	YE� 	cos(nE − n� − aE�)�ÊE

									
¦fGE¦n�	 = U/0,E	U/0,�	YE� cos(nE − n� − aE�)				∀		� ≠   (5.35) 

The rest of the Jacobian matrix elements are given at the end of the next page, where , � ∈ ℐ/0, and KE� 	 and LE�	 are defined as: 

KE� = N 2!E���E��(!E�� +���E�� )� 															�	OÉE�O > 0
0																																								�	OÉE�O = 0  (5.36) 

LE� = N (!E� − ���E�� )�E�(!E�� + ���E�� )� 										�	OÉE�O > 0
0																																									�	OÉE�O = 0 (5.37) 

ÉE� is the admittance between buses  and �. The ac power flow variables are then updated as follows: 

PU/0(¨©M)�(¨©M)n(¨©M) Q = PU/0(¨)�(¨)n(¨) Q − @ABLM úf/0,�(¨)
fG(¨) ý (5.38) 

where U/0(¨) and U/0(¨©M) indicate the system voltage values at iterations * and * + 1, respectively.  

5.6.2 Representation of AC and DC Coupling  

To solve the problem sequentially, the mutual coupling between the frequency and dc voltages of 

multiple ICs should be defined. The total power transfer �0,&4& from the ac to dc subgrids can be 

formulated in terms of the mismatch between the power generation, and loading and losses �/0,g4hh in 

the ac subgrid: 

�0,&4& = J � �/0,DE − �/0,gEE∈ℐ/0
M − �/0,g4hh (5.39) 

Neglecting the change in the system losses  [47], [85], the overall change in the total power transfer 

�0,&4& with respect to the change in the ac subgrid frequency can be expressed as:  
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¦�0,&4&¦� = − � �q� + �/0,4�ÀU/0,�Á∝55d,��E∈ℐ/0
 (5.40) 

Based on (5.40), the sensitivity of the total power transfer with respect to the frequency has a negative 

value. Thus, the ac subgrid can be represented as a dummy large droop-based DG with a droop 

characteristic defined as 

�0,&4& = q/0(�/0∗ − �) (5.41) 

with 

q/0 = −¦�0,&4&¦�  , �/0∗ = � + �04$,&4&q/0   

where q/0 and �/0∗  are the virtual reciprocal droop gain and no-load frequency for the dummy DG, 

respectively. The values of q/0 and �/0∗  are updated during the algorithm iterations. Eq. (5.41) 

represents the relation between the system frequency and the power transfer from the ac to dc 

subgrids, and hence is essential for solving the dc power flow.  

5.6.3 DC Power Flow 

In this step, the voltages of dc subgrids and the power of the ICs are updated. Each bus in these 

subgrids is assumed to have a generic load, power injection via an IC, and P-V and I-V droop-based 

DGs. Similar to the approach followed in the ac subgrid, the parameters of any absent element will be 

replaced by a zero value. The power mismatch equation at any bus  ∈ ℐ20 is formulated by combing 

(5.13-5.16): 

f20,�E = �20,DE + U20,E	�20,DE + �0,20,E − �20,gE − �20,E (5.42) 

 The power injections of the ICs at the dc-side buses represent additional power flow variables to 

be solved in this step. Substituting from (5.41) into (5.22) leads to an additional set of equations for 

the dc-side interfacing buses: 

f0,E = �0,&4& + �RC,E	U20,E + ��C,E (5.43) 

where 

�RC,E = q/0 	�C,E�B,E  , ��C,E = q/0(�BC,E − �B,E 	�/0∗ )�B,E   
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 According to (5.43), the frequency is replaced by dc variables; the power flow could thus be 

solved for the dc subgrids as a separate problem. For dc subgrids with a total number of H20 buses, 

including H0 of the ICs’ buses, there are  H20 +H0 power mismatch equations. This set of equations 

matches the total number of dc unknown variables, i.e., bus voltages and interlinking power 

injections. Defining the Jacobian matrix for the dc subgrid as 

@CB =
³́
´́
µ¦f20,�¦U20 ¦f20,�¦�0,20¦f0¦U20 ¦f0¦�0,20 ·̧

¸̧
¹
 (5.44) 

with,  

���
��¦f20,�E¦U20,E	 = −`�,E +	`X,EÀU20,XE∗ −	2	U20,EÁ − �20,E4 − 	U20,E6EE − � U20,�	6E��∈ℐ<0¦f20,�E¦U20,�	 = −	U20,E6E� 																																																																																		∀		� ≠ 	  (5.45) 

¦f20,�E¦�0,20,�	 = =	1							�					� = 0					�					� ≠   (5.46) 

¦f0,E¦U20,�	 = =�RC,E					�			� = 0								�				� ≠  (5.47) 

¦f0,E¦�0,20,�	 = 1 (5.48) 

The last element of the Jacobian matrix is given at the end of this page. The dc voltages and the 

power injected via the ICs are updated as follows: 

úU20(¨©M)�/0,20(¨©M)ý = ú U20(¨)�/0,20(¨) ý − @CBLM úf20,�(¨)
f0(¨) ý (5.49) 

 After updating both ac and dc power flow variables, the operational limits of the DGs and ICs are 

checked. If some converters violate their corresponding limits, they will switch to the constant power 

mode as a protective precaution. Finally, the maximum power mismatch is checked all over the 

hybrid system to guarantee the algorithm convergence. If the algorithm is not converged, the 

aforementioned steps will be sequentially iterated. 
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 It is noteworthy that if a slack bus exists, formed by a large generation unit or by a connection to 

the main grid, the system frequency and dc voltage of the IC will be constant and regulated. In other 

words, the ac frequency and dc voltage will be decoupled, i.e., ¦f/0,�/¦� and ¦fG/¦�		terms will be 

eliminated from (5.29) as well as the DG droop constants in (5.31). For the dc subgrid, the Jacobian 

matrix will contain only the ¦f20,�/¦U20 term, because the IC is just a slack bus. Hence, the power 

flow will be similar to the problem introduced in [52].  

5.7 Case Studies 

5.7.1 Algorithm Validation 

To prove the accuracy and validity of the proposed algorithm, the output results of the algorithm are 

contrasted against the steady-state results of a detailed time-domain simulation created in a 

PSCAD/EMTDC environment. In general, time-domain software (such as PSCAD/EMTDC or 

Simulink/Matlab) employs a set of differential equations for each system component to capture the 

overall system dynamic behavior. Such software is avoided in steady-state analyses due to its 

extremely high computational time compared with algebraically developed power flow algorithms.  

5.7.1.1 Algorithm Performance in the Droop-Based Control Strategy 

The hybrid system under study, presented in Figure 5.6, is a combination of the islanded ac and dc 

systems presented in [71], [88]. The selected subgrids are relatively small, and thus appropriate for 

the time-domain simulations. The ac subgrid consists of 6 buses in which two DGs operate according 

to droop characteristics. The dc subgrid consists of 5 buses, with two droop-based DGs installed at 

buses 1 and 3, and a constant power DG installed at bus 5. An IC is placed between bus 5 and 2 in the 

ac and dc subgrids, respectively. 
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 To highlight the limitation of the conventional power flow in hybrid systems with the frequency 

and dc voltage coupling, a comparison between the proposed algorithm and the conventional power 

flow is conducted [49], [51]. It is worth mentioning that the conventional power flow algorithm 

 

Figure 5.6: Test system #1 

 

 

Figure 5.7: System voltage profile using different power flow algorithms 

 

Table 5.1: Validation results of test system#1(decentralized mode) 

Bus# 

PSCAD/EMTDC Proposed Algorithm 

U/0 (p.u.) n (deg.) 
U20 

(p.u.) 
U/0 (p.u.) n (deg.) U20 (p.u.) 

1 1.0034 0 0.9786 1.0039 0 0.9781 

2 1.0058 -0.1643 0.9703 1.006 -0.1641 0.9699 

3 0.9931 -3.0283 0.9822 0.9934 -3.0447 0.9818 

4 1.0256 1.5946 0.9564 1.0255 1.5908 0.9563 

5 1.0122 0.0901 0.9616 1.0121 0.0903 0.9620 

6 1.0190 -3.2756 - 1.0194 -3.2821 - 

�0,/0(p.u.) 0.2128 0.2131 
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requires a slack bus in either the ac or dc subgrid. Hence, for the conventional power flow, two 

objectives are assumed to be provided by the IC: ac slack bus or dc slack bus. Figure 5.7 illustrates 

the bus voltages attained by the proposed algorithm, conventional power flow, and detailed time-

domain PSCAD-EMTDC simulation. Unlike the proposed algorithm, none of the approaches solved 

by the conventional power flow coincide with the solution provided by the detailed time-domain 

model. Table 5.1 indicates the detailed power flow variables attained from the proposed algorithm 

and from the detailed time-domain simulation. Both results show high matching with 0.55% 

maximum phase error and 0.052% maximum voltage magnitude error. These results indicate the 

accuracy of the proposed power flow algorithm in hybrid systems with frequency and dc voltage 

coupling.  

5.7.1.2 Power Sharing between Subgrids 

The proposed algorithm is then used to demonstrate the power transfer between the ac and dc 

subgrids when the IC equalizes the normalized frequency and dc voltage. The dc load is kept constant 

while increasing the loads in the ac side. Figure 5.8 illustrates: a) DG active powers, b) DG reactive 

powers, c) active and reactive powers of the IC, and d) the normalized frequency and dc voltage.  

The operational modes of the hybrid system can be divided into five regions. In regions II, III, and 

IV, all DGs operate approximately at the same active power to share the overall loading, as depicted 

in Figure 5.8 (a). This is not the case for regions I and V, in which the DGs cannot show such 

cooperation, having reached the IC’s power limit. As shown in Figure 5.8 (b), the reactive power 

sharing between the ac DGs is not as accurate as the active power, because it relies on local voltage 

measurements rather than the system frequency.  

 In regions I and II, the dc subgrid is highly loaded compared with the ac subgrid, and thus, the IC 

transfers power from the ac to dc subgrid as shown in Figure 5.8 (c). Accordingly, the IC is not 

allowed to support the ac side with a reactive power. Conversely, the IC transfers power from the dc 

to ac side in regions III, IV, and V, when the ac subgrid is highly loaded with respect to the dc 

subgrid. Hence, the IC is enabled to supply reactive power. In region IV, the IC supports the ac 

subgrid with reactive power up to the converter power limit, while the converter can only transfers 

active power in region V. As illustrated in Figure 5.8 (d), the IC attempts to equalize the normalized 

frequency and dc voltage in all regions. However, this objective it is not feasible in regions I and V 

due to the converter’s power limit.  
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Figure 5.8: The behavior of the hybrid microgrid with the IC operates to achieve source power 

sharing 
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5.7.1.3 Algorithm Performance in the existence of a slack DG unit 

The proposed algorithm is tested when all DG units are switched to the dispatchable mode except a 

single DG unit providing the system slack bus, i.e., DG1 of the ac subgrid. The remaining DG units 

are diapatched by the distribution network operator (DNO). DG2 of the ac subgrid is assigned to 

deliver active and reactive powers of 0.8 and 0.3 p.u, respectively. The IC regulates its dc-link voltage 

at 1.0 p.u.. In the dc subgrid, the output powers of DG1, DG2 and DG3 are 0.8, 0.6, and 0.7 p.u., 

respectivley. Table 5.2 shows the results of the detailed time-domain simulation in contrast with the 

proposed algorithm, in the light of the discusstion provided at the end of section 5.6. The maximum 

percentage errors are less than 0.04% and 0.43% for the voltage magnitudes and phases, respectively. 

These results verify the wide capability of the proposed approach in solving the power flow problem 

under different control paradigms. 

5.7.2 AC System Extension with Multiple DC Subgrids   

The following study is carried out to check the performance of the proposed algorithm when solving 

the power flow of an ac distribution system extended by multiple dc subgrids. For that purpose, the 

38-bus ac distribution system [89] is extended by connecting two dc subgrids, with the topology 

given in [7] at buses 34 and 38. Both ac and dc subgrids are equipped with droop-based DGs at 

locations illustrated in Figure 5.9. For robustness validation, the dc microgrids are assigned different 

 

Table 5.2: Validation results of test system#1(dispatchable mode) 

 

Bus# 

PSCAD/EMTDC Proposed Algorithm 

U/0 (p.u.) n (deg.) 
U20 

(p.u.) 
U/0 (p.u.) n (deg.) U20 (p.u.) 

1 0.9739 -1.6079 1.0077 0.9737 -1.6045 1.0079 

2 0.9710 -1.7252 1.0000 0.9708 -1.7213 1.0000 

3 0.9643  -4.0344 1.0087 0.9645  -4.0173 1.0089 

4 1.0000 0.0000 0.9872 1.0000 0.0000 0.9873 

5 0.9723 -1.5331 0.9945 0.9722 -1.5337 0.9943 

6 0.9909 -4.2995 - 0.9913 -4.2945 - 

�0,/0(p.u.) 0.1057 0.1058 
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loading factors, i.e., 100% and 50% for dc microgrids #1 and #2, respectively. Table 5.3 shows the 

voltage profile, load and power generation at each bus of the hybrid system. The dc voltages at buses 

6 and 6' are equal, since their normalized values are forced to track the normalized frequency. This is 

physically achieved by transferring less power from dc microgrid #1 to the ac microgrid, rather than 

more power from lightly loaded dc microgrid #2. Meeting the equal normalized frequency and dc 

voltage criterion leads to proper power coordination between the ac and dc microgrids. In other 

words, all DGs have a very similar loading ratio, despite the loading condition of each individual 

subgrid.  

 In order to evaluate the computational cost of the proposed NR technique, its computational time 

is compared with the unified NTR method, which is proposed for ac microgrids in [49]. For more 

details about NTR, reader could refer to Appendix D. Figure 5.10 demonstrates the computational 

time versus the summation of squared errors (SSE), for both NTR and NR techniques, using the same 

computer, with a Core i5 processor (3 GHz) and 4 GB of RAM. The proposed algorithm can 

approach 10LMS		 SSE in 0.268 s, compared to 7.140 s using the NTR method. The results reflect the 

computational efficiency of the NR algorithm, which depends only on algebraically formulated 

Jacobian matrices to solve the problem with a quadratic rate of convergence. This approach contrasts 

with the NTR technique, which entails numerically calculated Jacobian and Hessian matrices with 

higher computational effort [90]..  

 

 

Figure 5.9: Test system #2 
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5.8 Discussion 

This chapter proposes a novel power flow algorithm for hybrid islanded microgrids. In these systems, 

droop-based DG units are employed to maintain the generation and loading balance, while the ICs 

manage the power flows among the subgrids according to the changes in the frequency and dc 

Table 5.3: Power flow results for test system#2, � = 0.9888	�. 	 

Bus Voltage (p.u., deg.) Load (p.u.) Gen. (p.u.) Bus 

P 

Voltage (p.u., deg.) Load (p.u.) Gen. (p.u.) U/0 n P Q P Q U/0 n P Q P Q 

1 0.9885 0 - - - - 20 0.9979 0.1997 0.0887 0.0402 - - 
2 0.9885 0 0.0978 0.0579 - - 21 1.0008 0.2840 0.0890 0.0406 - - 
3 0.9867 -0.0137 0.0888 0.0373 - - 22 1.0066 0.4771 0.1094 0.0935 - - 
4 0.9864 0.0155 0.1162 0.0764 - - 23 0.9857 -0.0728 0.0871 0.0481 - - 
5 0.9866 0.0435 0.0586 0.0287 - - 24 0.9844 -0.1983 0.4056 0.1917 - - 
6 0.9871 0.1232 0.0592 0.0187 - - 25 0.9863 -0.2824 0.4068 0.1930 - - 
7 0.9880 0.1512 0.1942 0.0970 - - 26 0.9870 0.1458 0.0582 0.0242 - - 
8 0.9901 0.1102 0.1948 0.0978 - - 27 0.9869 0.1780 0.0592 0.0234 - - 
9 0.9920 0.1848 0.0592 0.0193 - - 28 0.9868 0.3261 0.0582 0.0193 - - 
10 0.9945 0.2675 0.0588 0.0198 - - 29 0.9871 0.4471 0.1164 0.0677 - - 
11 0.9950 0.2736 0.0442 0.0298 - - 30 0.9840 0.5345 0.1930 0.5743 - - 
12 0.9962 0.2830 0.0591 0.0348 - - 31 0.9803 0.4618 0.1456 0.0653 - - 
13 0.9904 0.2292 0.0487 0.0342 - - 32 0.9794 0.4422 0.2037 0.0930 - - 
14 0.9881 0.1693 0.1174 0.0771 - - 33 0.9792 0.4357 0.0575 0.0377 - - 
15 0.9867 0.1451 0.0581 0.0097 - - 34 0.9981 0.0411 - - 0.2786 0.3712 
16 0.9852 0.1352 0.0592 0.0185 - - 35 1.0072 0.6715 - - 0.9762 0.6525 
17 0.9829 0.0850 0.0578 0.0191 - - 36 1.0127 0.7022 - - 0.9762 0.3725 
18 0.9821 0.0864 0.0986 0.0817 - - 37 1.0110 0.5663 - - 0.9762 0.4562 
19 0.9893 0.0195 0.0881 0.0387 - - 38 0.9895 -0.2875 - - 0.4952 0.5175 
Bus Voltage (p.u.) Load (p.u) Gen.(p.u.) Bus Voltage (p.u.) Load (p.u) Gen.(p.u.) 

1 0.9681 0.1000 -  1' 0.9719 0.0500 - 
2 0.9691 - 0.1813 2' 0.9724 - 0.1764 
3 0.9708 - 0.1789 3' 0.9732 - 0.1752 
4 0.9560 0.1100  - 4' 0.9579 0.0550 - 
5 0.9571 - 0.1993 5' 0.9585 - 0.1973 
6 0.9522 0.2500  - 6' 0.9522 0.1250 - 
7 0.9587 - 0.1970 7' 0.9592 - 0.1962 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Computational cost for NTR algorithm [49] and the proposed NR algorithm 
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voltages. The proposed algorithm sequentially adopts the NR method to handle the unique features of 

the islanded hybrid systems: coupling between the variable frequency and dc voltages, and the 

absence of a slack bus. To validate the proposed algorithm’s accuracy, its output results are contrasted 

against the results of a detailed PSCAD/EMTDC simulation and conventional power flow algorithms. 

The results confirm the proposed algorithm’s precision in solving the power flow of hybrid islanded 

microgrids, with computational time significantly lower than that of the NTR technique. Accordingly, 

the proposed power flow algorithm can be considered a convenient tool in operational and planning 

studies of hybrid islanded microgrids.  
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Chapter 6 

Optimum Network Configuration for Maximizing System  Loadability  

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In chapter 5, different components of the hybrid ac/dc microgrids are extensively modelled in the 

islanded mode of operation. The application of droop characteristics proves to provide a suitable 

means for sharing the overall system loading among all DG units installed within the hybrid ac/dc 

microgrids. However, other operational objectives could be achieved through the installation of a 

supervisory control layer in a hierarchal control scheme [91]. The communication of this supervisory 

control will not be critical, and thus entails minimum requirements, since the balancing between loads 

and DG units is always maintained by the droop characteristics implemented in the primary control 

level. This chapter broadly aims at investigating the improvement in the hybrid ac/dc microgrids 

performance through the deployment of a supervisory control level that manages the system 

configuration. For that purpose, an optimum power flow (OPF) problem is formulated and executed 

by the supervisory control to enhance the system behavior through changing the DG droop settings 

and system topological structure. As a case study, the system loadability is considered as the primary 

measure of the system performance in this analysis.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: section 6.2 presents the modeling approach 

for droop-based DG units and ICs in the proposed OPF problem. Section 6.3 demonstrates the 

complete OPF formulation for increasing system loadability through droop setting adjustment. In 

section 6.5, the proposed OPF formulation is extended by including the possibility of system 

reconfiguration, and section 6.6 highlights the numerical results for the different approaches. Finally, 

section 6.7 discusses the main findings in the chapter. 
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6.2 Droop-controlled DG units and ICs modelling for  OPF studies of islanded 

hybrid microgrids  

6.2.1 Control parameters 

In chapter 5, it was demonstrated that the power sharing behavior could be achieved through 

following droop characteristics in both ac and dc microgrids as modelled in (5.9-5.10) and (5.15-

5.16), respectively. These operational scheme is the main pillar for achieving the sharing process 

among the DG units within an individual microgrid, either ac or dc. At the same time, the sharing 

process between the subgrids is achieved via ICs that transfer active power between the ac and dc 

subgrids based on the frequency and dc voltage values (5.22). In addition, the ICs could provide a 

reactive power support for the ac side as illustrated in (5.23). It is noteworthy that all the stated 

equations only comprise the static droop settings which affect the system steady-state behaviour. The 

practical control loops nonetheless imply additional dynamic settings that influence only the system 

transit performance, and thus not shown in these analysis. Hereby, the static droop settings are the 

control variables of interest that are gathered in a control parameter vector �: 

� = 	 T�E|	∀	U	./0,23445 ∪	.20,23445 ∪ ℐ0 		V (6.1) 

given that 

�EW	þ/0,<�XXY =	 Z�E∗	, qE, U/0,E∗ 	, rE[  

�EW	þ<0,<�XXY =	 Z	U20,�E∗ 	, `� , U20,XE∗ , `X[  

�EW	ℐ0 = 	 \	�BE 	, �CE, �BCE]  

where ./0,23445 and .20,23445 are the set of buses that contain droop-based DG units in the ac and dc 

subgrids, respectively.  

6.2.2 DG Capacity 

Typically the DG units in both ac and dc subgrids are equipped with a current limiter that prevent any 

current violation behind the ratings of the power electronic components of each DG unit. In other 

words, the units installed in the ac subgrid follow the droop characterises (5.9-5.10) up to their 

maximum active and reactive power limits, �/0,DEF/G and J/0,DEF/G  , respectively. On the other hand, if the 

droop characteristics result in ratings violation, a DG unit is switched to constant active and reactive 
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power source. In islanded microgrid, the DG active power is given higher priority to serve the load. 

Thus, �/0,DEF/G could be allowed to approach Q/0,DEF/G  while J/0,DEF/G  is dynamically changed to not violating 

the DG maximum capacity: 

�/0,DEF/G = Q/0,DEF/G  (6.2) 

J/0,DEF/G = 1Q/0,DEF/G� − �/0,DE� (6.3) 

The behavior of a DG unit in the ac subgrid could be inclusively represented using the 

complementary constraints for an appropriate modeling in the OPF problem. As defined in [92], the 

complementary constraint problem is to obtain the vector ℴ ∈ ℜ$ such that for the given mappings 

fM(ℴ) ∈ ℜ$ ⟶ ℜ$ and , f�(ℴ) ∈ ℜ$ ⟶ ℜ$, 

fM(ℴ) ≥ 0, f�(ℴ) ≥ 0, fM(ℴ) × fM(ℴ) = 0 (6.4) 

Using the notation “⊥” which represents complement, (6.4) can be rewritten as  

0 ≤ 	fM(ℴ) ⊥ fM(ℴ) 	≥ 0 (6.5) 

Following this definition, the constraints in (6.6) - (6.7) ensures that the active and reactive power 

generation of the DG unit is either following the droop characteristics given by (5.9) and (5.10) or set 

at the DG limits, �/0,DEF/G and J/0,DEF/G  , given by (6.2) and (6.3).  

0 ≤ 	Q/0,DEF/G − �/0,DE ⊥ qE(�E∗ − �) − �/0,DE 	≥ 0 (6.6) 

0 ≤ 	1Q/0,DEF/G� − �/0,DE� − J/0,DE ⊥ rEÀU/0,E∗ − U/0,EÁ − J/0,DE 	≥ 0 (6.7) 

Likewise, the operational limits for droop-based DG units in dc subgrids could be represented in the 

OPF as: 

0 ≤ 	�20,DEF/G − �20,DE ⊥ `�(U20,�E∗ −	U20,E) − �20,DE 	≥ 0 (6.7) 

0 ≤ 	 �20,DEF/G − �20,DE ⊥ `XÀU20,XE∗ −	U20,EÁ − �20,DE 	≥ 0 (6.9) 

 The representation of an IC operation is not straightforward as the DG units, since the active 

power transfer between the subgrids could hold either positive or negative values based on the 

loading condition of each subgrid. This fact could be modelled by employing the complementary 

constraints for the squared value of the active power injection at the ac side, �0,/0,�, while checking its 

polarity if the IC hits the maximum power capacity: 
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0 ≤ ÀQREF,E	Á� −	À�0,/0,�Á� ⊥ (�B	� − �C 	U20,E − �BC)� − �0,/0,�� 	≥ 0 (6.10) 

(�B	� − �C 	U20,E − �BC) × �0,/0,� 	≤ 0 (6.11) 

The IC reactive power injection at the ac side still could be modelled using the complementary 

constraints representation as 

0 ≤ 	1ÀQREF,E	Á� −	À�0,/0,�Á� − J0,� ⊥ r�(U/0,�∗ − U/0,�) − J0,� 	≥ 0 (6.12) 

6.3 Maximizing System Loadability through Adjustmen t of DG Droop 

Characteristics  

The loadability concept in islanded microgrid is very similar to the one defined for conventional 

power system [92], [93]; it is related to the maximum load that could be severed within the grid 

according to a specific system configuration. Beyond this maximum load value, the power-flow 

problem will not converge as there is no feasible solution of the system. If the system is not solvable 

due to attaining a voltage collapse condition, the last solvable operating condition is defined as a 

static bifurcation point. How far a specific operating point is from the static bifurcation point 

indicates the voltage stability margin of the system at this operating point. To this point, two types of 

bifurcation should be distinguished. The first bifurcation type is associated with the singularity 

condition of the system Jacobian matrix with linear increase in load. This bifurcation type is defined 

as saddle node bifurcation (SNB). The second type is known as limit induced bifurcation (LIB) since 

it is related to reaching the maximum generation capacity of the installed units. In islanded microgrid, 

the system is vulnerable to LIB due to the system limited resources, and hence a careful attention 

should be given for the system configuration to increase the voltage stability margin at different 

operating conditions. 

It is important to recall that the main power sources in the islanded microgrids are DG units that are 

responsible for feeding both active of reactive powers based on their droop characteristics. However, 

on one hand manipulating the droop characteristics will define the active and reactive power share 

from each DG unit to cover the system load. On the other hand, the active and reactive power of each 

DG unit is governed by the maximum capacity of the unit. Accordingly, based on the DG droop 

settings, the system LIB is defined and hence the static stability margin. 
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In the proposed OPF formulation, the optimum droop settings that maximize the system loadbility 

level are investigated. The objective function of the problem could represented as  

`( − 	�f (6.13) 

where �f is the loading factor beyond which there will be no feasible solution for the load flow 

problem. In addition to this objective function, there are a set of constraints: 

1) DG and IC constraints as demonstrated in (6.6)-(6.12): 

2) Power flow constraints as demonstrated in chapter 5. 

3) The voltage magnitude bounds for the ac and dc subgrids: 

U/0,FE$ ≤ U/0,E ≤ U/0,F/G (6.14) 

U20,FE$ ≤ U20,E ≤ U20,F/G (6.15) 

4) System frequency limits: 

�FE$ ≤ � ≤ �F/G (6.16) 

5) Droop settings constraints could be defined as 

�FE$ ≤ � ≤ �F/G (6.16) 

where �FE$ and �F/Gare the lower and upper bounds of the droop parameters of the DG units and 

ICs. These bounds are assigned according to the minimum and maximum permissible deviations in 

the system voltages and frequency at the PCC for zero to maximum output power produced by DG 

units. 

6.4 Maximizing System Loadability through Network R econfiguration 

Smart distribution systems provide numerous features that could guarantee higher reliable service and 

more efficient power management. The reconfiguration capability could be considered as one of the 

most salient features. The reconfiguration process implies changing the system topological structure, 

changing feeder connections, through manipulating the system tie switches. This process could 

contribute in system electrical performance by selecting the optimum system structure that could add 

the system functional objective while meeting the system operational constraints [94]. The 

reconfiguration feature has been extensively investigated for conventional distribution systems. No 

study has been, however, conducted to accommodate the coexistence of dc and ac subgrids in an 
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islanded hybrid ac/dc paradigm, which is the main focus in this part. Although the main objective in 

this analysis is still maximizing the system loadability, the system reconfiguration is considered as 

additional degree of freedom in the optimization problem. Hence, the objective function and 

constraints in the aforementioned formulation, section 6.3, are not changed while the change of 

system topological structure is considered by introducing switches states, ij(E,�), as additional integer 

control variables. The presence of the system switches poses new constraints that guarantee the 

radiality of the resultant network configuration. 

 In comparison with meshed ac distribution topology which is employed in a very limited rural 

areas, radial topology constitutes the common practice in the design of ac distribution networks at 

different levels due to several economical and technical factors: 1) easier coordination between the 

protection components, 2) less short circuit current level, and 3) cheaper construction requirements. 

In accordance with radiality condition, the ac subgrid must not contain any closed loop with all nodes 

energized. In order to maintain this condition in the proposed OPF problem, the ac subgrid within the 

hybrid paradigm is represented as a tree graph. As stated in [14], Eq. (6.17) represents a necessary but 

not sufficient condition to have a tree graph. 

�ij(E,�) = 	H/0 − 1
E

			∀			, � ∈ ℐ/0 (6.17) 

Along with (6.17), the system topology must be strongly connected, i.e., there is a path between any 

two nodes in the system, to ensure power supply for all system buses. This connectivity condition is 

guaranteed through the following rules [94]: 

• Switches that do are not reside within any loop must be closed. 

• For a set of switches that always belong to the same two loops, defined as a common 

branch vector, only one switch could be open.  

• For a set of switches that are not within other loops, defined as a non-common branch 

vector, only one switch could be open. 

• Switches within common branch vectors but incident to common interior nodes cannot be 

simultaneously opened.  

6.5 Numerical Results 
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In order to highlight the importance of the droop settings adjustment, the 33-bus test ac system is 

employed and extended with two dc distribution systems as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The default 

conventional droop settings for the ac units are demonstrated in Table 6.1, while the eight dc units, as 

illustrated in Figure 6.1, are assigned same capacity of 0.15 p.u. with droop settings as 1.05 and 1.5 

for U20,�∗  and ̀ �E, respectively. The system performance is tested with increasing the system loading 

factor. As shown in Figure 6.2, the DG units are capable to feed system demand up to loading factor 

of 1.3. Through investigating the DG output active and reactive powers, we could elicit valuable 

=

 

Figure 6.1: 33-bus distribution test system 

Table 6.1: Conventional DG settings in p.u 

DG # Bus # Q/0,DEF/G  �E∗ qE , U/0,E∗
 rE  

1 9 0.6 1.0083 30 1.4849 0.045 

2 19 0.5 1.0083 25 1.4849 0.23 

3 25 0.5 1.0083 25 1.4849 0.045 
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information that interprets the limitation of system loadability. The DG units at the ac subgrids start to 

approach their maximum capacity at 1.300 loading factor, as demonstrated in Figure 6.2 (c), while the 

DGs in the dc side still have available active power capacity, as shown in Figure 6.2 (d). Thus, the 

system loadability is mainly limited by the availability of the reactive power produced by the ac units 

since the system still capable of providing an active power support through the dc ones. It is 

important to recall that this type of loadability is associated with the LIB of the DG units due to an 

improper management of the DG powers. 

On the other hand, the proposed OPF could be utilized to obtain the optimum droop settings as 

shown in Table 6.2. These adjustments of the droop settings could increase the system loadability by 

additional 8%. This increase is affiliated to a better power management of the system resources. As 

illustrated in Figure 6.3 (d and c), both ac and dc units simultaneously approach their maximum 

capacity limits at 1.380 LF. In other words, the adjustment of the DG droop settings enables an 

optimum utilization of the units through an efficient dispatching of the available system resources. 
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Figure 6.2: DG output with default droop settings: (a) AC-DG active power, (b) AC-DG reactive power, AC-DG 

apparent power and (b) DC-DG active power 
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Table 6.2: DG optimum settings (p.u.). 

DG # �E∗ U/0,E∗
 

1 1.0149 1.4835 

2 1.0150 1.4854 

7 1.0150 1.4959 

DG # U20,�E∗ 	 DG # U20,�E∗ 	 
1 1.1226 5 1.1225 

2 1.1232 6 1.1285 

3 1.1217 7 1.1234 

4 1.1242 8 1.1238 
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Figure 6.3: DG output with droop adjustment: (a) AC-DG active power, (b) AC-DG reactive power, AC-DG 

apparent power and (b) DC-DG active power 
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The effect of the system reconfiguration on the system loadability is addressed through 

considering additional tie lines as shown in Figure 6.4. The assumption of maintaining all the system 

switching closed, albeit theoretical, indicates the maximum system loadibility level. This assumption 

is followed in this analysis and the optimum DG droop settings are recalculated according to the 

proposed OPF formulation. By testing the resultant droop settings, Table 6.3, we could notice that the 

system loadability could be increased by only 1.4 %, i.e. maximum LF = 1.394. This minimum 

influence on the system loadability complies with the fact that the loadability level of ADNs is 

governed by the availability of the system resources (LIB). This situation is different in the bulk 

power system, in which the reconfiguration strategy is much more effective in the system loadability 

level, since the system loadability is determined based on the system capability in transmitting power 

through its structural topology (SNB). 

 

=

 

Figure 6.4: 33-bus distribution test system with additional tie switches 
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Table 6.3: DG settings in p.u. with all the system switches are close  

DG # �E∗ U/0,E∗
 

1 1.0152 1.5322 

2 1.0152 1.5495 

7 1.0152 1.5075 

DG # U20,�E∗ 	 DG # U20,�E∗ 	 
1 1.1236 5 1.1235 

2 1.1246 6 1.1246 

3 1.1229 7 1.1228 

4 1.1240 8 1.1240 
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Figure 6.5: DG output with system reconfiguration: (a) AC-DG active power, (b) AC-DG reactive power, AC-

DG apparent power and (b) DC-DG active power 
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6.6 Discussion 

In this chapter the steady-state modeling of the DG units is employed to investigate the effect of DG 

settings and system reconfiguration on the overall system loadability level. The results demonstrate 

that adjusting the DG settings could increase the system loadability by 8%, while augmenting the 

microgrid with the reconfiguring capability could add further increase by 1.4% to the system 

loadability. These results comply with the effectiveness of both approaches on the LIB of ADNs. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary, Contributions, and Future Work 

 

 

7.1 Summary and Conclusions  

The primary goal of the work presented in this thesis was to establish a discipline framework that 

would allow the seamless integration of dc microgrids into an ADN paradigm. To this end, numerous 

technical challenges associated with dc microgrids have been addressed and novel control algorithms 

and steady-state analysis tools have been developed. A detailed summary of the main studies 

conducted in this research are highlighted below. 

 Based on the review contained in chapter 2, the work published in the literature has fallen short 

with respect to addressing the voltage regulation issues inherent in grid-connected DCDSs. A 

comprehensive study was therefore conducted in chapter 3 to highlight the critical role of IC voltage 

and DG power in shaping the voltage profile of a system. A distributed control algorithm has been 

developed that can dynamically adjust the IC voltage setting. The proposed algorithm has been 

extended with the addition of a second stage that optimally curtails the DG output power if the IC 

fails to maintain the entire system voltage within permissible limits. To enable consideration of 

different DCDS operational perspectives, two curtailment strategies have been devised. The first 

results in an equal curtailment ratio of DG units, a non-cooperative strategy appropriate for a discrete 

ownership scenario, whereas the second maximizes overall revenue, a cooperative strategy suitable 

for a single ownership scenario. The convergence characteristics of both strategies have been verified 

mathematically, and their effectiveness and robustness have been validated through their application 

in several case studies. 

 Chapter 4 has provided a discussion of a number of power management studies previously 

proposed for islanded dc microgrids; however, the work performed was based on either centralized 

control algorithms, which entail an expensive communication infrastructure, or distributed control 

algorithms, which are applicable only for very limited situations. Two new distributed power 

management schemes have therefore been introduced, which are based on consensus theory and are 

compatible with different operational strategies in the context of islanded dc microgrids. The first 
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scheme is directed at increasing system reliability through precise sharing of equal power among the 

DG units. The second scheme minimizes operational costs through the optimal dispatch of the units. 

As a byproduct improvement in the power quality of the system, the proposed schemes provide 

additional enhancement of the system voltage profile. Since the schemes rely on mathematical 

approaches, their stability and convergence was proven analytically, and their efficacy was 

successfully demonstrated through real-time OPAL-RT simulations in a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) 

application. 

 As explained in chapter 5, the operational philosophy for islanded hybrid ac/dc microgrids entails 

a convenient steady-state tool for analyzing such an evolving paradigm. Unlike conditions in grid-

connected networks, in a islanded hybrid microgrid, the ac frequency and the dc voltage are variables 

that are coupled through ICs. This operational feature imposes further complexity that adds to that 

created by the absence of a slack bus within the entire network. A novel power flow algorithm was 

therefore developed in order to incorporate different DG unit and IC operating modes. To reduce 

problem complexity, the algorithm has been designed to be sequential, i.e., to solve separately for 

each ac and dc subgrid. However, the coupling between the ac frequency and dc voltage is considered 

by means of the adaptation of the IC model during the algorithm iterations. The proposed algorithm 

relies on the Newton-Raphson method, which solves the load flow problem for the ac and dc subgrids 

accurately but with a reduced computational cost. The accuracy of the algorithm has been validated 

with the use of detailed time-domain simulations using PSCAD/EMTDC. Its robustness and high rate 

of convergence compare favourably with those of conventional and unified power flow algorithms.  

Finally, the proposed steady-state modeling approach of the ac/dc microgrids was employed in 

optimum configuration analysis in chapter 6. The study has highlighted the effect of DG droop 

adjustment and topological structure reconfiguration in the system loadability margin. 

7.2 Contributions 

The primary contributions of the work presented in this thesis can be summarized as follows:  

1. DCDS voltage regulation problems have been demonstrated and established, and effective 

voltage control algorithms have accordingly been introduced as a means of enhancing the 

system voltage profile through the optimal adjustment of both the IC voltage setting and the 

DG output power.  
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2. Distributed and robust power management algorithms have been developed in order to 

increase the reliability, reduce the operational cost, and improve the voltage profile of 

islanded dc microgrids.  

3. Conventional power flow algorithms have been examined and proven to be unsuitable for 

performing steady-state analysis in the context of islanded hybrid ac/dc microgrids. An 

efficient power flow algorithm that provides precise modelling of hybrid distribution 

networks operating in islanded mode has therefore been developed. 

4. The optimum configuration of hybrid ac/dc microgrids has been investigated through 

formulating an OPF problem. Two configuration approaches have been considered, namely, 

DG droop settings and system structural topology, in order to serve maximum load demand in 

the islanded mode of operation. 

7.3 Direction of Future Work 

Building on the results presented in this thesis, the following areas are suggested for future 

exploration: 

1. Development of a generic planning formulation for new distribution systems: Based on such 

a planning model, ac and dc subgrids could be defined within a hybrid ac/dc paradigm. The 

size of the distributed generation and the energy storage systems could also be allocated for 

each zone along with the capacity of the ICs between zones of different types.  

2. Investigation of optimum droop settings that achieve optimal load flow criteria in islanded 

hybrid ac/dc microgrids: In that context, numerous studies could be conducted with a view to 

increasing system reliability by enhancing system fault rejection capability, or with the goal 

of reducing the operational cost of the system through the optimal dispatch of the DG units. 

3. Studies for identifying the optimum reconfiguration of islanded hybrid ac/dc microgrids: 

Such work could examine a variety of operational perspectives that include minimizing 

switching and fuel costs and enhancing the system voltage profile. 
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Appendix A 

Data of Test Networks 

The per unit data for commercial and residential loads, PV and wind power profiles are illustrated as 

follows: 
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Figure A. 1: Load and generation profiles 

The data of the test system shown in Figure 3.6 are given as follows:  

Table A 1: Four feed test system data  

Feeder Total resistance RLine [p.u.] Total load P [p.u.] 

#1 0.1080 0.4 

#2 0.0880 0.5 

#3 0.1374 0.3 

#4 0.0945 0.45 
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Appendix B 

Relation between Load and Generation Current Change  with 

System Voltage Variation 

 

The constant power load (CPL) can be modeled by current source (iÍëØ) in parallel with negative 

resistance (rÍëØ) that depend on the load power and terminal voltage (V) [40], [68]. The current source 

and resistance model can be converted to the equivalent voltage source and resistance model, as 

shown in Figure B. 1. The constant power model is similar to the very common DG model shown in 

Figure B. 2, in which the DG droop gain (�) is represented in terms of its per unit value (rë.�.).  
Considering same rating DG unit and CPL load operating at the nominal voltage: 

�3 =	�05R        for         V = V$4F (B.1) 

Under the same change in the terminal voltage (∆V), the change in the CPL current relative to that in 

the DG can be given by 

∆	g = �5.;.	∆	I (B.2) 

Ü,-a = b -,-a² 			 	b² 	�,-a

			�,-a = −	 ²b-,-a 	b²
 

Figure B. 1: Linearized mode of CPL load 

	²∗ � = �-.*.	²9cEb-�  

 

Figure B. 2: DG model 
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Typically �5.;.	 is small and around (%5) [35], thus the change in the load current with respect to the 

change in the DG current can be neglected. Similar analysis can be carried out in case of constant 

resistance loads. 
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Appendix C 

Convergence of DEIC Algorithm 

 

For a set of DG units that update their output power based on (4.35), the condition expressed in (4.36) 

must be satisfied, guaranteeing the convergence to λÙ�] after a sufficient number of supervisory 

iterations. According to (4.31) and (4.35), λ� and 	λÙ�] can be determined after the first supervisory 

control cycle as  

o;[1] = o;[0] + �;	(o/pI[0] − o;[0])	�F/G	  (C.1) 

o/pI[1] = o/pI[0] + 	∑ ��(o/pI[0] − o�[0])�∈" |>|	�F/G	  (C.2) 

Let d� be defined for each agent, which represents the difference between λÙ�] and λ�, as follows: 

�;[0] = o/pI[0] − o;[0] (C.3) 

After the first supervisory cycle, d� can thus be given by 

�;[1] = �;[0] + ∑ ��	��[0]�∈"	|>|�F/G	 − �;	�;[0]	�F/G	  (C.4) 

For all agents u ∈ ρ, (B.4) can be generalized in a matrix form as  

�[1] = 
	�[0] (C.5) 

where 

� = [�M �� ⋯ �|"|]¢ (C.6) 


 =
³́
´́
´́
µ́�1 − (|>| − 1)�M|>|	�F/G	 � ��|>|	�F/G	 ⋯ �|"||>|	�F/G	�M|>|	�F/G	 �1 − (|>| − 1)��|>|	�F/G	 � ⋯ �|"||>|	�F/G	⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮�M|>|	�F/G	 ��|>|	�F/G	 ⋯ �1 − (|>| − 1)�|"||>|	�F/G	 �·̧

¸̧
¸̧
¹̧
 (C.7) 
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After h supervisory cycles: 

�[ℎ] = 
È 	�[0] (C.8) 

Matrix A is primitive and column stochastic. The permittivity is directly inferred since all elements 

are strictly positive, which is governed by (4.36). The column stochastic property is fulfilled since the 

summation of any of its columns equals one. These two characteristics lead to 

å�È→��;[ℎ] = d;���[0]�
= 0			 (C.9) 

where ο� is constant, which implies that, after sufficient h supervisory cycles, all DG units will have 

the same λ�[h] = λÙ�], provided that (4.36) is fulfilled. 
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Appendix D 

Unified Newton Trust Region  

 

Newton trust region method is a general mathematical tool, belonging to the gradient descent family, 

for solving a set of nonlinear equations. According to this method, a set of nonlinear equations, 

modelling the steady-state behavior of different component of islanded hybrid microgrid in our case, 

are formulated as an minimization problem: 

�(
��
�
��
fM(f) = �M(f) − 
M = 0	f�(f) = ��(f) − 
� = 0⋮	fE(f) = �E(f) − 
E = 0⋮	f$(f) = �$(f) − 
$ = 0

	 (D.1) 

where fE(f)( = 1,2, … , ()	is the set of the nonlinear functions describing the system; �E(f)	 and 
E 
are the variable dependent and independent terms, respectively; and (	is the number of power flow 

unknowns. The system power flow variables are presented based on an initial guess fÆ. After each 

iteration, the system variables are updated by ∆¨ 		that guarantees fE(f¨ + ∆¨ 	) < fE(f¨). In order to 

calculate		∆¨, the original function fE(f¨).is represented by a simpler quadratic model fgE|¨(f¨) that 

has a similar behavior around	f¨:  

fgE|¨(∆¨).= 	fE(f¨) +	∆¢̈	hfE(f¨) +	12	∆¢̈	h�fE(f¨)	∆¨ (D.2) 

where hfE(f¨)		and h�fE(f¨)	are the gradient and Hessian of fE	at f¨ 	. The behavior of the model 

function fgE|¨(∆¨)	is only trusted to match the original function fE(f¨) in a region �̈ 	around f¨. Thus, 

the step ∆¨ can be calculated as the minimizer of fgE|¨ within the region  �̈ : 
�(fgE|¨(∆¨) (D.3a) 

i	��"�~	~ 	‖∆¨‖ < j¨ (D.3b) 

 The trust region radius j¨ is a flexible boundary which is updated after each iteration according to 

the behavior of the model function fgE|¨. The update is evaluated by calculating a comparison ratio k¨ 	defined as 
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k¨ =	fE(f¨) − fE(f¨ + ∆¨ 	)fgE|¨(0) − fgE|¨(∆¨)  (D.4) 

 If k¨ 	is high enough, k¨ ≥ 0.09, fgE|¨ is considered a very successful model for representing 

fE(f¨). The solution is thus updated (f¨©M = f¨ + ∆¨) and the trust region is expanded (j¨©M =2	j¨). If 	kç ∈ [0.01, 0.09[, Fg �|ç gives a satisfactory behavior; the solution is updated with the 

computed step (f¨©M = f¨ + ∆¨) without changing the trust region boundaries (j¨©M = 	 j¨). On the 

other hand, fgE|¨ demonstrates a poor performance for small values of	k¨ < 0.01 . In this case, the 

obtained solution is rejected with shrinking the trust-region boundary (j¨©M = 	 j¨/2). According to 

the trust region algorithm, step ∆¨ is calculated in each iteration by solving the problem presented in 

(C.3). The well-known formula for the problem solution is given in [95]: 

(∇�fE(f¨) + o�)∆∗̈= −∇fE(f¨) (D.5) 

where o	is the Lagrangian multiplier satisfying	o ≥ 0	. If j¨	is big enough, the problem turns into 

unconstrained minimization of fgE|¨ with o = 0:  

∆∗̈= −Àh�fE(f¨)ÁLM − hfE(f¨) (D.6) 

Otherwise, if  ∆∗̈> j¨the optimum solution is expressed as 

∆∗̈= −(∇�fE(f¨) + o�)LM − ∇fE(f¨)	 (D.7) 

 For a certain value of o > 0	 that grantees	‖∆ç‖ < j¨. The Dogleg method is one of the most 

effective techniques that are commonly utilized to estimate	o. In this method, the function ∆¨(o) is 

approximated by a piecewise linear polygon ∆g(n):  
∆g(n) = = 	n	∆;	∆; + (n − 1)(∆∗ − ∆;) 0 ≤ 	n < 11 ≤ 	n ≤ 2 (D.8) 

where ∆;	is the solution of Fg �|ç	in (C.2), i.e., the Cauchy point [96]. The problem is then solved at o∆g(n)o = j¨. The flow chart presented in Figure D. 1 summaries the main steps of Newton-trust 

region method for solving the power flow problem. 
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p ≥ q, rs|E)F >0, rsq ∈ [q, rs|E)F] 

 

Figure D. 1: the power flow algorithm using NTR 

 

 


